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1 Introduction
e purpose of these notes is to give a categorical semantics for the transpension type [ND20], which is
right adjoint to a potentially substructural dependent function type.
• In section 2 we discuss some prerequisites.
• In section 3, we dene multipliers and discuss their properties.
• In section 4, we study how multipliers li from base categories to presheaf categories.
• In section 5, we explain how typical presheaf modalities can be used in the presence of the transpen-
sion type.
• In section 6, we study commutation properties of prior modalities, substitution modalities and mul-
tiplier modalities.
2 Prerequisites
2.1 On adjoints
Lemma 2.1.1. Let L a R.
• Natural transformations LF → G correspond to natural transformations F → RG, naturally in F
and G.
• Natural transformations FR → G correspond to natural transformations F → GL, naturally in F
and G.
Proof. e rst statement is trivial.
To see the second statement, we send ζ : FR → G to ζL ◦ Fη : F → GL, and conversely θ : F → GL
to Gε ◦ θR : FR → G. Naturality is clear. Mapping ζ to and fro, we get
Gε ◦ ζLR ◦ FηR = ζ ◦ FRε ◦ FηR = ζ . (1)
Mapping θ to and fro, we get
GεL ◦ θRL ◦ Fη = GεL ◦GLη ◦ θ = θ .
Lemma 2.1.2. Assume 4 triples of adjoint functors: E a F a G and E ′ a F ′ a G ′ and S1 a T1 a U1 and
S2 a T2 a U2 such that the following diagram commutes up to natural isomorphism:
C1 F //
T1

C2
T2

C′1 F ′ // C
′
2
(2)
en we have
ES2  S1E ′ E ′T2 → T1E
FS1 ← S2F ′ F ′T1  T2F FU1 → U2F ′
G ′T2 ← T1G GU2  U1G ′.
(3)
In fact, any one of these statements holds if only the adjoints used by that statement are given.
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Proof. e central isomorphism is given. e other isomorphisms are obtained by taking the le/right
adjoints of both hands of the original isomorphism. By picking one direction of the central isomorphism,
we can step to the le/right/top/boom by applying lemma 2.1.1.
Proposition 2.1.3. If a functor R : C → Ŵ from a CwF C to a presheaf CwF Ŵ has a le adjoint L,
then it is a weak CwF morphism.
Proof. We use the presheaf notations from [Nuy18] (section 2.3.1).
For Γ `C T type, dene RΓ `Ŵ RT type by
(W Ŵ (RT )[δ〉) : (LyW `C T [ε ◦ Lδ ]). (4)
Naturality of this operation is easy to show, and the action ofR on terms is given by (Rt)[δ〉 = t[ε◦Lδ ].
Denition 2.1.4. Given adjoint functors L a R such that R is a weak CwF morphism, and A ∈ Ty(LΓ),
we write 〈R |A〉 := (RA)[η] ∈ Ty(Γ).
Note that 〈R |A[ε]〉 = (RA)[Rε][η] = RA.
2.2 Dependent ends and co-ends
We will use ∀ and ∃ to denote ends and co-ends as well as their dependent generalizations [Nuy20, §2.2.6-
7]:
Denition 2.2.1. A dependent end of a functor F : Tw(I) → C, somewhat ambiguously denoted
∀i .F (i id−→ i), is a limit of F .
Denition 2.2.2. A dependent co-end of a functor F : Tw(I)op → C, somewhat ambiguously denoted
∃i .F (i id−→ i), is a colimit of F .
Example 2.2.3. Assume a functor G : C → D. One way to denote the set of natural transformations
IdC → IdC which map to the identity under G, is as
A := ∀(c ∈ C). {χ : c → c |Gχ = idGc } .
In order to read the above as a dependent end, we must nd a functor G : Tw(C) → Set such that
G(c id−→ c) = {χ : c → c |Gχ = idGc }. Clearly every covariant occurrence of c refers to the codomain of
(c id−→ c), whereas every contravariant occurrence refers to the domain. So when we apply G to a general
object (x φ−→ y) of Tw(C), we should substitute x for every contravariant c and y for every covariant c . We
can then throw in φ wherever this is necessary to keep things well-typed, as φ disappears anyway when
(x φ−→ y) = (c id−→ c). us, we get
G(x φ−→ y) = {χ : x → y |Gχ = Gφ} .
So we see that using a dependent end was necessary in order to mention idc , as this generalizes to φ :
x → y to which we do not have access in a non-dependent end.
An element of ν ∈ A is then a function
ν : (c ∈ C) → {χ : c → c |Gχ = idGc }
such that, whenever φ : x → y, we have φ ◦ νx = νy ◦ φ.
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2.3 Presheaves
2.3.1 Notation
We use the presheaf notations from [Nuy18]. Concretely:
• e application of a presheaf Γ ∈ Ŵ to an objectW ∈ W is denotedW ⇒ Γ.
• e restriction of γ :W ⇒ Γ by φ : V →W is denoted γ ◦ φ or γφ.
• e application of a presheaf morphism σ : Γ → ∆ to γ :W ⇒ Γ is denoted σ ◦ γ or σγ .
– By naturality of σ , we have σ ◦ (γ ◦ φ) = (σ ◦ γ ) ◦ φ.
• If Γ ∈ Ŵ and T ∈ Ty(Γ) (also denoted Γ ` T type), i.e. T is a presheaf over the category of
elementsW/Γ, then we write the application of T to (W ,γ ) as (W  T [γ 〉) and t ∈ (W  T [γ 〉) as
W  t : T [γ 〉.
– By denition of type substitution in a presheaf CwF, we have (W  T [σ ][γ 〉) = (W  T [σγ 〉)
• e restriction ofW  t : T [γ 〉 by φ : (V ,γ ◦ φ) → (W ,γ ) is denoted asW  t 〈φ〉 : T [γφ〉.
• If t ∈ Tm(Γ,T ) (also denoted Γ ` t : T ), then the application of t to (W ,γ ) is denotedV  t[γ 〉 : T [γ 〉.
– e naturality condition for terms is then expressed as t[γ 〉 〈φ〉 = t[γφ〉.
– By denition of term substitution in a presheaf CwF, we have t[σ ][γ 〉 = t[σγ 〉.
• We omit applications of the isomorphisms (W ⇒ Γ)  (yW → Γ) and (W  T [γ 〉)  (yW ` T [γ ]).
is is not confusing: e.g. givenW  t : T [γ 〉, the term yW ` t ′ : T [γ ] is dened by t ′[φ〉 := t 〈φ〉.
One advantage of these notations is that we can put presheaf cells in diagrams; we will use double arrows
when doing so.
2.3.2 On the Yoneda-embedding
We consider the Yoneda-embedding y :W → Ŵ.
Proposition 2.3.1. A morphism φ : V →W inW is:
• Mono if and only if yφ is mono,
• Split epi if and only if yφ is epi.
Proof. It is well-known that a presheaf morphism σ : Γ → ∆ is mono/epi if and only if σ ◦ xy : (W ⇒
Γ) → (W ⇒ ∆) is injective/surjective for allW . Now yφ ◦ xy = φ ◦ xy. So yφ is mono if and only if φ ◦ xy
is injective, which means φ is mono. On the other hand, yφ is epi if and only if φ ◦ xy is surjective, which
is the case precisely when id is in its image, and that exactly means that φ is split epi.
2.3.3 Liing functors
eorem 2.3.2. Any functor F : V →W gives rise to functors F! a F ∗ a F∗, with a natural isomorphism
F! ◦ y  y ◦ F : V → Ŵ. We will call F! : V̂ → Ŵ the le liing of F to presheaves, F ∗ : Ŵ → V̂ the
central and F∗ : V̂ → Ŵ the right liing.1 [Sta19]
1e central and right liings are also sometimes called the inverse image and direct image of F , but these are actually more
general concepts and as such could perhaps cause confusion or unwanted connotations in some circumstances. e le-central-right
terminology is very no-nonsense.
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Proof. Using quantier symbols for ends and co-ends, we can dene:
W ⇒ F!Γ := ∃V .(W → FV ) × (V ⇒ Γ),
V ⇒ F ∗∆ := FV ⇒ ∆
W ⇒ F∗Γ := ∀V .(FV →W ) → (V ⇒ Γ) = (F ∗yW → Γ).
By the co-Yoneda lemma, we have:
W ⇒ F!yV = ∃V ′.(W → FV ′) × (V ′→ V )  (W → FV ) = (W ⇒ yFV ),
i.e. F!yV  yFV .
Adjointness also follows from applications of the Yoneda and co-Yoneda lemmas.
Notation 2.3.3. • We denote the cell (V ,φ,γ ) : W ⇒ F!Γ as F!γ ◦ φ. If we rename F!, then we will
also do so in this notation. We will further abbreviate F!γ ◦ id = F!γ and, if Γ = yV , also F!id◦φ = φ.
• If δ : FV ⇒ ∆, then we write αF (δ ) : V ⇒ F ∗∆.
• If γ : F ∗yW ⇒ Γ, then we write βF (γ ) :W ⇒ F∗Γ.
2.3.4 Dependent presheaf categories
LetW be a category. en Ŵ is a category with families (CwF). e following are standard notions:
Denition 2.3.4. For any U ∈ W, the category of slices over U , denotedW/U , has objects (W ,ψ )
whereW ∈ W and ψ : W → U and the morphisms (W ,ψ ) → (W ′,ψ ′) are the morphisms χ : W →W ′
such thatψ ′ ◦ χ = ψ .
Denition 2.3.5. For any Γ ∈ Ŵ, the category of elements of Γ, denoted∫
W
Γ or W/Γ (5)
has objects (W ,γ ) where W ∈ W and γ : W ⇒ Γ, and the morphisms (W ,γ ) → (W ′,γ ′) are the
morphisms χ :W →W ′ such that γ ′ ◦ χ = γ .
Clearly, we have an isomorphism W/U  W/yU between the category of slices over U and the
category of elements of yU .2
We will use type-theoretic notation to make statements about the CwF Ŵ, e.g. Γ ` Ctx means Γ ∈ Ŵ
and Γ ` T type meansT ∈ Ty(Γ). Now for any context or closed type Γ ∈ Ŵ, there is another CwF Ŵ/Γ.
Statements about this category will also be denoted using type-theoretic notation, but prexed with ‘Γ |’.
By unfolding the denitions of types and terms in a presheaf CwF, it is trivial to show that there is a
correspondence — which we will treat as though it were the identity — between both CwFs:
• Contexts Γ | Θ ` Ctx correspond to types Γ ` Θ typewhich we will think of as telescopes Γ.Θ ` Ctx,
• Substitutions Γ | σ : Θ→ Θ′ correspond to functions Γ ` σ : Θ→ Θ′, or equivalently to telescope
substitutions idΓ .σ : Γ.Θ→ Γ.Θ′,
• Types Γ | Θ ` T type correspond to types Γ.Θ ` T type,
• Terms Γ | Θ ` t : T correspond to terms Γ.Θ ` t : T .
In summary, the pipe is equivalent to a dot.
Proposition 2.3.6. We have an equivalence of categories Ŵ/Γ ' Ŵ/Γ.
Proof. → We map the presheaf Γ | Θ ` Ctx to the slice (Γ.Θ,pi ).
2Depending on pedantic details, we may even haveW/U =W/yU .
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← We map the slice (∆,σ ) to the preimage of σ , i.e. the presheaf σ−1 which sends (W ,γ ) to
{δ :W ⇒ ∆ | σ ◦ δ = γ }.
Ŵ/Γ We need a natural isomorphism η : ∀Θ.(Γ | η : Θ  pi−1). If θ : (W ,γ ) ⇒ Θ, then we dene
η(θ ) = (γ ,θ ) :W ⇒ Γ.Θ and indeed we have pi ◦ (γ ,θ ) = γ . is is clearly invertible.
Ŵ/Γ We need a natural isomorphism ε : ∀(∆,σ ).(Γ.σ−1,pi )  (∆,σ ). Given (γ ,δ ) : W ⇒ Γ.σ−1 (i.e. we
know σ ◦ δ = γ ), we dene ε ◦ (γ ,δ ) = δ :W ⇒ ∆. en
σ ◦ ε ◦ (γ ,δ ) = σ ◦ δ = γ = pi ◦ (γ ,δ ), (6)
so indeed we have a morphism in the slice category. It is inverted by sending δ : W ⇒ ∆ to
(σ ◦ δ ,δ ) :W ⇒ Γ.σ−1.
Corollary 2.3.7. We have Ŵ/U  Ŵ/yU ' Ŵ/yU .
2.3.5 Substitution and its adjoints
Denition 2.3.8. GivenU ∈ W, we write
• ΣU :W/U →W : (W ,ψ ) 7→W ,
• ΩU :W →W/U :W → (W ×U ,pi2) (ifW has cartesian products withU ).
Proposition 2.3.9. If ΩU exists, then ΣU a ΩU . We denote the unit as copyU : Id → ΩU ΣU and the
co-unit as dropU : ΣU ΩU → Id.
Proposition 2.3.10. IfU → > is split epi, then the functor ΩU is faithful. If it is mono, then ΩU is full.
Proof. To see faithfulness, we have some υ : > → U , so that the action of ΩU on morphisms can be
inverted: φ = pi1 ◦ (φ ×U ) ◦ (id,υ).
To see fullness, take slices (W1,ψ1) and (W2,ψ2) and a morphism φ :W1 →W2. e fact thatU → > is
mono just means that there is only a single morphism arriving inU . en φ is also a morphism between
the slices.
Denition 2.3.11. Given χ :W ′0 →W0 inW, we write
• Σ/χ :W/W ′0 →W/W0 : (W ′,ψ ′) 7→ (W ′, χ ◦ψ ′),
• Ω/χ :W/W0 →W/W ′0 for the functor that maps (W ,ψ ) to its pullback along χ (ifW has pullbacks
along χ ).
If χ = pi1 :W0×U →W0, we also write Σ/W0U :W/(W0×U ) →W/W0 and Ω/W0U :W/W0 →W/(W0×U ).
Proposition 2.3.12. If Ω/χ exists, then Σ/χ a Ω/χ . We denote the unit as copy/χ : Id → Ω/χΣ/χ and
the co-unit as drop/χ : Σ/χΩ/χ → Id.
Proposition 2.3.13. If χ is split epi, then Ω/χ is faithful. If χ is mono, then it is full.
Proof. To see faithfulness, we have some υ : W0 →W ′0 such that χ ◦ υ = id. en the action of Ω/χ can
be inverted: given φ : (W1,ψ1) → (W2,ψ2) ∈ W/W0, we have
φ :W1
(id,υ◦ψ1)−−−−−−→W1 ×W0 W ′0
φ×W0W ′0−−−−−−→W2 ×W0 W ′0
pi1−→W2. (7)
To see fullness, take a morphism φ : (W1, χ ◦ψ1) → (W2, χ ◦ψ2). en χ ◦ψ2 ◦ φ = χ ◦ψ1. Because χ
is mono, this implies thatψ2 ◦ φ = ψ1, i.e. φ : (W1,ψ1) → (W2,ψ2).
Denition 2.3.14. Given σ : Ψ′→ Ψ in Ŵ, we write
• Σ/σ :W/Ψ′→W/Ψ : (W ′,ψ ′) 7→ (W ′,σ ◦ψ ′),
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• Ω/σ :W/Ψ→W/Ψ′ for the functor that maps (W ,ψ ) to its pullback along σ (ifW has pullbacks
along σ ), by which we mean a universal solutionW ′ to the diagram
W ′ //

W
ψ

Ψ′ σ // Ψ.
(8)
If σ = pi1 : Ψ × Φ→ Ψ, we also write Σ/ΨΦ :W/(Ψ × Φ) →W/Ψ and Ω/ΨΦ :W/Ψ→W/(Ψ × Φ).
Proposition 2.3.15. If Ω/σ exists, then Σ/σ a Ω/σ . We denote the unit as copy/σ : Id → Ω/σ Σ/σ and
the co-unit as drop/σ : Σ/σΩ/σ → Id.
Proposition 2.3.16. If σ is surjective, then Ω/σ is faithful. If σ is injective, then it is full.
Proof. If σ is surjective, then by the axiom of choice, there is at least a non-natural f : Ψ→ Ψ′ such that
σ ◦ f = id. e rest of the proof is as for proposition 2.3.13.
Denition 2.3.17. e functors Σ/σ a Ω/σ give rise to four adjoint functors
Σσ | a Ωσ | a Πσ | a $σ | (9)
between Ŵ/Ψ and Ŵ/Ψ′, of which the rst three exist if only Σ/σ exists.
e units and co-units will be denoted:
copyσ | : Id→ Ωσ |Σσ | dropσ | : Σσ |Ωσ | → Id
constσ | : Id→ Πσ |Ωσ | appσ | : Ωσ |Πσ | → Id
reidxσ | : Id→ $σ |Πσ | unmeridσ | : Πσ |$σ | → Id
(10)
We remark that, if we read presheaves overW/Ψ as types in context Ψ, then Ωσ | : Ŵ/Ψ→ Ŵ/Ψ′
is the standard interpretation of substitution in a presheaf category. If σ = pi : Ψ.A→ Ψ is a weakening
morphism, then ΩΨ |A := Ω
pi | is the weakening substitution, ΠΨ |A := Π
pi | : Ŵ/Ψ.A → Ŵ/Ψ is the
standard interpretation of the Π-type and ΣΨ |A := Σ
pi | : Ŵ/Ψ.A → Ŵ/Ψ is isomorphic to the standard
interpretation of the Σ-type.
eorem 2.3.18. Given types Ψ ` A,B type, the projections constitute a pullback diagram:
Ψ.(A × B) β
′
//
α ′

Ψ.A
α

Ψ.B
β
// Ψ,
(11)
and every pullback diagram in a presheaf category is isomorphic to a diagram of this form. We have the
following commutation properties:
ΣB ΩB ΠB $B
ΣA Σ
α |Σβ ′ |  Σβ |Σα ′ | Σα ′ |Ωβ ′ |  Ωβ |Σα | Σα |Πβ ′ | → Πβ |Σα ′ |
ΩA Ω
α |Σβ |  Σβ ′ |Ωα ′ | Ωα ′ |Ωβ | = Ωβ ′ |Ωα | Ωα |Πβ |  Πβ ′ |Ωα ′ | Ωα ′ |$β | → $β ′ |Ωα |
ΠA Π
α |Σβ ′ | ← Σβ |Πα ′ | Πα ′ |Ωβ ′ |  Ωβ |Πα | Πα |Πβ ′ |  Πβ |Πα ′ | Πα ′ |$β ′ |  $β |Πα |
$A $α
′ |Ωβ | ← Ωβ ′ |$α | $α |Πβ |  Πβ ′ |$α ′ | $α ′ |$β |  $β ′ |$α |
(12)
where every statement holds if the mentioned functors exist.
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Proof. In the base category, it is evident that Σ/αΣ/β ′ = Σ/βΣ/α ′ . By applying the functor xy∗, we obtain
Ωα
′ |Ωβ | = Ωβ ′ |Ωα | , whence by lemma 2.1.2 the entire diagonal of the commutation table.
It is a well-known fact that Σ- and Π-types are respected by substitution, which gives us the isomor-
phisms for swapping Ω and either Σ or Π. Lemma 2.1.2 then gives the rest.
eorem 2.3.19. Given σ : Ψ′→ Ψ, the following operations are invertible:
Ψ | Σσ |Γ ` T type
Ψ′ | Γ ` (Ωσ |T )[copyσ |] type
Ψ | Σσ |Γ ` t : T
Ψ′ | Γ ` (Ωσ |t)[copyσ |] : (Ωσ |T )[copyσ |]
(13)
Proof. Note thatT is a presheaf over (W/Ψ)/Σσ |Γ, and (Ωσ |T )[copyσ |] is a presheaf over (W/Ψ′)/Γ. We
compare the objects of these categories:
Obj((W/Ψ)/Σσ |Γ)
= (W ∈ W) × (ψ :W ⇒ Ψ) × ∃((W ′,ψ ′) ∈ W/Ψ′.(χ : (W ,ψ ) → Σ/σ (W ′,ψ ′)) × ((W ′,ψ ′) ⇒ Γ)
 (W ∈ W) × (ψ :W ⇒ Ψ) × ∃W ′.(ψ ′ :W ′⇒ Ψ′) × (χ : (W ,ψ ) → Σ/σ (W ′,ψ ′)) × ((W ′,ψ ′) ⇒ Γ)
 (W ∈ W) × (ψ :W ⇒ Ψ) × ∃W ′.(ψ ′ :W ′⇒ Ψ′) × (χ : (W ,ψ ) → (W ′,σ ◦ψ ′)) × ((W ′,ψ ′) ⇒ Γ)
 (W ∈ W) × ∃W ′.(ψ ′ :W ′⇒ Ψ′) × (χ :W →W ′) × ((W ′,ψ ′) ⇒ Γ)
because χ is a slice morphism iψ = σ ◦ψ ′ ◦ χ
 (W ∈ W) × (ψ ′ :W ⇒ Ψ′) × ((W ,ψ ′) ⇒ Γ)
 Obj((W/Ψ′)/Γ).
A similar consideration of the Hom-sets leads to the conclusion that both categories are isomorphic.
Moreover, we remark that the isomorphism sends ((W ,ψ ′),γ ) on the right to ((W ,σ ◦ψ ′), Σσ |γ ) on the
le. When we consider the action of (Ωσ |T )[copyσ |] on ((W ,ψ ′),γ ), we nd:(
(W ,ψ ′)  (Ωσ |T )[copyσ |][γ 〉) = (Σ/σ (W ,ψ ′)  T [Σ/σγ 〉)
=
(
(W ,σ ◦ψ ′)  T [Σ/σγ 〉)
In other words, the types T and (Ωσ |T )[copyσ |] are equal over an isomorphism of categories. en cer-
tainly T can be retrieved from (Ωσ |T )[copyσ |]. An identical argument works for terms.
3 Multipliers in the base category
3.1 Denition
Denition 3.1.1. LetW be a category with terminal object >. An objectW is spooky if () :W → > is
not split epi. A category is spooky if it has a spooky object. erefore, a category is non-spooky i all
morphisms to the terminal object are split epi.
Denition 3.1.2. LetW be a category with terminal object >. A multiplier for an object U ∈ V is a
functor xynU :W →V such that >nU  U . is gives us a second projection pi2 : ∀W .W nU → U .
We dene the fresh weakening functor as `U :W →V/U :W 7→ (W nU ,pi2).
We say that a multiplier is:
• Endo if it is an endofunctor (i.e. V =W), and in that case:
– Semicartesian if it is copointed, i.e. if there is also a rst projection pi1 : ∀W .W nU →W ,
– 3/4-cartesian if it is a comonad, i.e. if there is additionally a ‘diagonal’ natural transformation
xyn δ : ∀W .W nU → (W nU )nU such that pi1 ◦ (W n δ ) = (pi1 nU ) ◦ (W n δ ) = id.
– Cartesian if it is naturally isomorphic to the cartesian product withU ,
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• Cancellative if `U is faithful, or equivalently (lemma 3.2.2) if xynU is faithful,
• Ane if `U is full,
• Non-spooky if pi2 :W nU → U is always split epi, and in that case:
– Connection-free if `U is essentially surjective on objects (V ,ψ ) such that ψ is split epi, i.e.
if every such object inV/U is isomorphic to some `UW .
– A split epi slice (V ,ψ ) that is not in the image of `U even up to isomorphism, will be called a
connection of the multiplier.
• antiable if `U has a le adjoint ∃U : V/U →W. We denote the unit as copyU : Id→ `U ∃U
and the co-unit as dropU : ∃U `U → Id.
3.2 Basic properties
Some readers may prefer to rst consult some examples (section 3.3).
Proposition 3.2.1. For any multiplier, we have (xynU ) = ΣU ◦ `U .
Lemma 3.2.2. e functor xynU is faithful if and only if `U is faithful.
Proof. We have (xynU ) = ΣU ◦ `U and ΣU : V/U →V is faithful as is obvious from its denition.
Proposition 3.2.3. A multiplier with a non-spooky domain is non-spooky.
Proof. e multiplier, as any functor, preserves split epimorphisms.
Proposition 3.2.4. Cartesian multipliers are 3/4-cartesian, and 3/4-cartesian multipliers are semicarte-
sian.
Proof. e functor xy ×U is a comonad, and comonads are copointed by their co-unit.
Proposition 3.2.5. Cartesian multipliers are quantiable.
Proof. e le adjoint to `U = ΩU is then given by ∃U (V ,φ) = ΣU (V ,φ) = V (proposition 2.3.9).
Proposition 3.2.6. Cartesian endomultipliers for non-spooky objects, are cancellative.
Non-spookiness is not required however: cancellative cartesian endomultipliers may be spooky (exam-
ples 3.3.4 and 3.3.6).
Proof. In this case, `U = ΩU andU → > is split epi, so this is part of proposition 2.3.10.
Proposition 3.2.7. If an endomultiplier forU is both 3/4-cartesian and ane, thenU is a terminal object.
If the multiplier is moreover cartesian, then it is naturally isomorphic to the identity functor.
Proof. Consider the following diagram:
>nU >nδ //
pi2
""
(>nU )nU
pi2
yy
U
(14)
is is a morphism from > n δ : `U> → `U (> n U ) and thus, by anity, of the form `Uυ for some
υ : > → >nU . is means in particular that
id>nU = pi1 ◦ (>n δ ) = pi1 ◦ (υ nU ) = υ ◦ pi1 : >nU → >nU . (15)
Composing on both sides with pi2 : > nU  U , we nd that idU = (pi2 ◦ υ) ◦ (pi1 ◦ pi−12 ) factors over >,
which means exactly that pi2 ◦ υ : > → U and pi1 ◦ pi−12 : U → > constitute an isomorphism, i.e. U is
terminal.
If xy n U is cartesian, then it is a cartesian product with a terminal object and therefore naturally
isomorphic to the identity functor.
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3.3 Examples
Example 3.3.1 (Identity). e identity functorW n > :=W is an endomultiplier for >.
It is cartesian, cancellative, ane, spooky iW is and otherwise connection-free, and quantiable.
e functor `> :W →W/> :W 7→ (W , ()) has a le adjoint ∃> :W/> →W : (W , ()) 7→W .
Example 3.3.2 (Cartesian product). LetW be a category with nite products andU ∈ W.
en xy ×U is an endomultiplier forU .
It is cartesian, cancellative if (but not only if) U is non-spooky (proposition 3.2.6), ane if and only
if U  > (proposition 3.2.7) and quantiable (proposition 3.2.5). We do not consider spookiness for this
general case.
e functor `U = ΩU : V 7→ (V ×U ,pi2) has a le adjoint ∃U = ΣU : (W ,ψ ) 7→W . Hence, we have
∃U `U = xy ×U .
Example 3.3.3 (Ane cubes). Let 2k be the category of ane non-symmetric k-ary cubes In as
used in [BCH14] (binary) or [BCM15] (unary). A morphism φ : Im → In is a function xy 〈φ〉 :
{i1, . . . , in} → {i1 . . . im , 0, . . . ,k − 1} such that i 〈φ〉 = j 〈φ〉 < {0, . . . ,k − 1} implies i = j. We also
write φ = (i1 〈φ〉 /i1, . . . , in 〈φ〉 /in). is category is spooky if and only if k = 0.
Consider the functor xy ∗ I : 2k → 2k : In 7→ In+1, which is a multiplier for I. It acts on morphisms
φ : Im → In by seing φ ∗ I = (φ, im+1/in+1).
It is straightforwardly seen to be semicartesian, not 3/4-cartesian, cancellative, ane, spooky i k = 0
and connection-free when k , 0, and quantiable.
e functor `I : In 7→ (In+1, (in+1/i1)) has a le adjoint the functor ∃I which sends (In ,ψ ) to In if
i1 〈ψ 〉 ∈ {0, . . . ,k − 1} and to In−1 (by removing the variable i1 〈ψ 〉 and renaming the next ones) otherwise.
e action on morphisms is straightforwardly constructed.
In the case where k = 2, we can throw in an involution ¬ : I → I. is changes none of the above
results, except that i1 〈ψ 〉 may be the negation ¬j of a variable j, in which case ∃U removes the variable j.
Example 3.3.4 (Cartesian cubes). Let k be the category of cartesian non-symmetric k-ary cubes In . A
morphism φ : Im → In is any function xy 〈φ〉 : {i1, . . . , in} → {i1 . . . im , 0, . . . ,k − 1}. is category is
spooky if and only if k = 0.
Consider the functor xy × I : k → k : In 7→ In+1, which is an endomultiplier for I.
It is cartesian (hence non-ane and quantiable with ∃I(W ,ψ ) = W ), cancellative, spooky i k = 0
and otherwise connection-free.
Again, involutions change none of the above results.
Example 3.3.5 (CCHM cubes). Let ∨,∧,¬ be the category of (binary) CCHM cubes [CCHM17]. What’s
special here is that we have morphisms ∨,∧ : I2 → I (as well as involutions). is category is not spooky.
Again, we consider the functor xy × I : ∨,∧,¬ → ∨,∧,¬ : In 7→ In+1, which is an endomultiplier for
I.
It is cartesian (hence non-ane and quantiable with ∃I(W ,ψ ) = W ), cancellative, not spooky, and
not connection-free (since (I2,∨) and (I2,∧) are connections).
Example 3.3.6 (Clocks). Let be the category of clocks, used as a base category in guarded type theory
[BM20]. Its objects take the form (i1 : k1 , . . . , in : kn ) where all kj ≥ 0. We can think of a variable of
type k as representing a clock (i.e. a time dimension) paired up with a certicate that we do not care
what happens aer the time on this clock exceeds k . Correspondingly, we have a mapk → ` if k ≤ `.
ese maps, together with weakening, exchange, and contraction, generate the category. e terminal
object is () and every other object is spooky.
Consider in this category the functor xy × (i : k ) :  →  : W 7→ (W , i : k ), which is an endo
multiplier for (i : k ).
It is cartesian (hence non-ane and quantiable with ∃(i :k )(W ,ψ ) =W ), cancellative and spooky.
Example 3.3.7 (Twisting posets). Let P be the category of nite non-empty posets and monotonic maps.
is category is non-spooky.
Let I = {0 < 1} and letW n I = (W op × {0}) ∪ (W × {1}) with (x , 0) < (y, 1) for all x ,y ∈W . is is
an endomultiplier for I.
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It is easily seen to be: not semicartesian, cancellative, not ane, not spooky, not connection-free, and
quantiable.
e functor `I : V 7→ (V n I,pi2) has a le adjoint ∃I : (W ,ψ ) 7→ ψ−1(0)op unionmultiψ−1(1) where elements
from dierent sides of the unionmulti are incomparable.
We see this category as a candidate base category for directed type theory. e idea is that a cell over
W is a commutative diagram in a category. A problem here is that a cell over a discrete poset such as
{x ,y} where x and y are incomparable, should then be the same as a pair of cells over {x} and {y}. is
will require that we restrict from presheaves to sheaves, but that makes it notoriously dicult to model
the universe [XE16]. One solution would be to restrict to totally ordered sets, but then we lose the le
adjoint ∃I. We address this in example 3.3.8.
Example 3.3.8 (Ane twisted cubes). Let 1 be the subcategory of P whose objects are generated by >
and xy n I (note that every object then also has an opposite since >op = > and (V n I)op  V n I), and
whose morphisms are given by
• (φ, 0) : 1(V ,W n I) if φ : 1(V ,W op),
• (φ, 1) : 1(V ,W n I) if φ : 1(V ,W ),
• φ n I : 1(V n I,W n I) if φ : 1(V ,W ),
• () : 1(V ,>).
Note that this collection automatically contains all identities, composites, and opposites. It is isomorphic
to Pinyo and Kraus’s category of twisted cubes, as can be seen from the ternary representation of said
category [PK19, def. 34]. is category is not spooky.
Again, we consider the functor xy n I : 1 → 1, which is well-dened by construction of 1 and an
endomultiplier for I. It corresponds to Pinyo and Kraus’s twisted prism functor.
It is: not semicartesian, cancellative, ane, not spooky, connection-free, and quantiable.
e le adjoint to `I :W 7→ (W n I,pi2) is now given by
∃I :

(W , ((), 0)) 7→ W op
(W , ((), 1)) 7→ W
(W n I, ()n I) 7→ W ,
(16)
with the obvious action on morphisms.
Example 3.3.9 (Embargoes). In order to dene contextual brancy [BT17] internally, we need to be able
to somehow put a sign in the context Γ.U.Θ in order to be able to say: the type is brant over Θ in context
Γ. We call this an embargo and say that Θ is embargoed whereas Γ is not. If C is the category of contexts,
then Γ.U.Θ can be seen as an object of the arrow category C↑, namely the arrow Γ.Θ→ Γ.
If C = Ŵ happens to be a presheaf category, then we have an isomorphism of categories H : Ŵ↑ 
Ŵ × ↑ where ↑ = {⊥ → >}. Under this isomorphism, we have y(W ,>)  H (yW id−→ yW ) which we
think of as yW .U.> and y(W ,⊥)  H (⊥ []−→ yW ) which we think of as yW .U.⊥. us, forgeing the
second component of (W ,o) amounts to erasing the embargoed information. A (W ,>)-cell of Γ.U.Θ is a
W -cell of Γ.Θ, i.e. a partly embargoedW -cell. We can extract the unembargoed information by restricting
to (W ,⊥), as a (W ,⊥)-cell of Γ.U.Θ is just aW -cell of Γ.
ere are 3 adjoint functors ⊥ a () a > between ↑ and Point from which we obtain 3 adjoint functors
(Id,⊥) a pi1 a (Id,>) betweenW×↑ andW. e rightmost functor (Id,>) :W →W×↑ is a multiplier
for the terminal object U := (>,>) ∈ W × ↑, denoted xyn U.
It is: not endo, cancellative, ane, spooky iW is and otherwise connection-free, and quantiable.
In order to look at the le adjoint, note rst that since U is terminal, we have (W ×↑)/U W×↑ and
clearly `U corresponds to (Id,>) under this isomorphism. is functor is part of a chain of three adjoint
functors (Id,⊥) a pi1 a (Id,>) so that the multiplier is not just quantiable but ∃U even has a further le
adjoint!
If xynU : V →W is a multiplier, then we can li it to a multiplier xyn (U n U) : V × ↑ →W × ↑
by applying it to the rst component, i.e. (W ,o)n (U n U) = (W nU ,o). e resulting multiplier inherits
all properties in denition 3.1.2 from xynU , except that it is always spooky.
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Example 3.3.10 (Enhanced embargoes). If xynU is a semicartesian endomultiplier onW, then we might
want to apply it to an arrow V
ψ−→W by sending it to V nU ψ ◦pi1−−−→W . is operation is not denable on
W × ↑, which only encodes identity arrows of the forms W →W (as (W ,>)) and ⊥ → W (as (W ,⊥)).
For this reason, we move to the comma categoryW⊥/W whereW⊥ isW with a freely added initial
object. is comma category has as its objects arrows V
ψ−→W where V ∈ W⊥ andW ∈ W. Morphisms
are simply commutative squares. A (V ψ−→ W )-cell is now a non-embargoed W -cell γ with embargoed
information about γ ◦ψ .
We still have three adjoint functors (⊥ → xy) a Cod a ∆ where ∆W = (W → W ). Further right
adjoints would be Dom a (xy → >), but Dom is not denable as the domain might be ⊥. We take
∆ : W 7→ (W → W ) as a multiplier for U := (> → >), denoted xy n U := ∆. For reasons that will
become apparent later, we write U
√ xy := (xy → >). Note that a (U√U )-cell is an unembargoed point
with embargoed information about the degenerateU -cell on that point. E.g. in a context Γ.U.Θ, an (U√ I)-
cell is exactly a path in Θ above a point in Γ, which is a concept that we need to quantify over when
dening internal Kan brancy [BT17].
is multiplier is: not endo, cancellative, ane, spooky iW is and otherwise connection-free, and
quantiable.
Now we get back to our multiplier xynU which we can still li to xyn (U n U) by applying it to both
domain and codomain, i.e. (V →W )n (U n U) := (U nV → U nW ), where by convention ⊥nU = ⊥.
It inherits all properties in denition 3.1.2 from xynU , except that it is always spooky.
If xy n U is semicartesian, then we can also li it to xy n (U√U ) by applying it only to the domain,
i.e. (V →W )n (U√U ) = (V nU →W ). is again inherits all properties in denition 3.1.2 from xynU ,
except that it is always spooky.
Example 3.3.11 (Depth d cubes). Let d with d ≥ −1 be the category of depth d cubes, used as a base
category in degrees of relatedness [ND18, Nuy18].3 Its objects take the form (i1 : Lk1M, . . . , in : LknM)where
all kj ∈ {0, . . . ,d}. We have a map L`M→ LkM if k ≤ `. ese maps, together with weakening, exchange,
and contraction, generate the category. e terminal object is () and the category is non-spooky.
Consider in this category the functor xy × (i : LkM) : d → d : W 7→ (W , i : LkM), which is an
endomultiplier for (i : LkM).
It is cartesian (hence non-ane and quantiable with ∃(i :LkM)(W ,ψ ) = W ), cancellative, non-spooky
and connection-free.
Example 3.3.12 (Erasure). Let Erased = {> ← 0← 1← . . .← d} with d ≥ −1. is category has
cartesian productsm × n = max(m,n) and all non-terminal objects are spooky. We remark that Êrase0 is
the Sierpin´ski topos.
We consider the endomultiplier xy × i : Erased → Erased .
It is cartesian (hence non-ane and quantiable with ∃i (j,ψ ) = j), cancellative and spooky.
We believe that this base category is a good foundation for studying the semantics of erasure of
irrelevant subterms in Degrees of Relatedness [ND18]. e idea is that, for a presheaf Γ, the set > ⇒ Γ is
the set of elements, whereas the set i ⇒ Γ is the set of elements considered up to i-relatedness, but also
whose existence is only guaranteed by a derivation up to i-relatedness.
3.4 Properties
3.4.1 Functoriality
Denition 3.4.1. A multiplier morphism or morphism multiplier for υ : U → U ′ is a natural
transformation xy n υ : xy nU → xy nU ′ such that pi2 ◦ (> n υ) ◦ pi−12 = υ : U → U ′ (or equivalently
pi2 ◦ (W n υ) = υ ◦ pi2 :W nU → U ′ for allW ).
• A morphism of semicartesian multipliers is semicartesian if it is a morphism of copointed endo-
functors, i.e. if pi1 ◦ (W n υ) = pi1,
3For d = −1, we get the point category. For d = 0, we get the category of binary cartesian cubes 2. For d = 1, we get the
category of bridge/path cubes [NVD17, Nuy18].
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• A morphism of 3/4-cartesian multipliers is 3/4-cartesian if it is a monad morphism, i.e. if addi-
tionally (W n δ ) ◦ (W n υ) = ((W n υ)n υ) ◦ (W n δ ),
• A morphism of cartesian multipliers is cartesian if it is the cartesian product with υ.
Proposition 3.4.2. A semicartesian morphism of cartesian multipliers, is cartesian.
Proof. We have pi2 ◦ (W n υ) = υ ◦ pi2 and pi1 ◦ (W n υ) = pi1. Hence, (W n υ) = (pi1,υ ◦ pi2) =W × υ.
Proposition 3.4.3 (Functoriality). A multiplier morphism xynυ : xynU → xynU ′ gives rise to a natural
transformation Σ/υ ◦ `U → `U ′ . Hence, for quantiable multipliers, we also have ∃U ′ ◦ Σ/υ → ∃U .
Proof. We have to show that for everyW ∈ W, we get (W nU ,υ ◦ pi2) → (W nU ′,pi2). e morphism
W n υ :W nU →W nU ′ does the job. e second statement follows from lemma 2.1.1.
3.4.2 antication and kernel theorem
eorem 3.4.4 (antication theorem). If xynU is
1. cancellative, ane and quantiable, then we have a natural isomorphism dropU : ∃U `U  Id.
2. semi-cartesian, then we have:
(a) hideU : ΣU → ∃U (if quantiable),
(b) spoilU : `U → ΩU (if ΩU exists),
(c) in any case ΣU `U → Id.
3. 3/4-cartesian, then there is a natural transformation Σ/δ ◦ `U → `UnU , where we compose multi-
pliers as in theorem 3.6.1.
4. cartesian, then we have:
(a) ∃U  ΣU ,
(b) `U  ΩU ,
(c) ∃U `U  ΣU ΩU = (xy ×U )  (xynU ).
Moreover, these isomorphisms become equalities by choosing ΣU and ΩU wisely (both are dened
only up to isomorphism).
Proof. 1. is is a standard fact of fully faithful right adjoints such as `U .
2. By lemma 2.1.1, it is sucient to prove ΣU `U → Id. But ΣU `U = (xy n U ), so this is exactly the
statement that the multiplier is semicartesian.
3. is is a special case of proposition 3.4.3.
4. By uniqueness of the cartesian product, we have `U  ΩU . en the multiplier is quantiable with
∃U  ΣU . e last point is now trivial.
eorem 3.4.5 (Kernel theorem for non-spooky multipliers). If xy n U : W → V is non-spooky,
cancellative, ane and connection-free, then `U : W ' V//U is an equivalence of categories, where
V//U is the full subcategory ofV/U whose objects are the split epimorphic slices.
Proof. By non-spookiness, `U lands in V//U . e other properties assert that `U is fully faithful and
essentially surjective as a functorW →V//U .
Denition 3.4.6. If we are doing classical mathematics, or if xy nU is quantiable, then we obtain an
inverse functor, which we denote kerU .
e kernel theorem applies to examples 3.3.3 and 3.3.8.
We will use the kernel theorem in order to model Moulin’s Φ-operator [Mou16], and to make the
semantics of Moulin’s Ψ-type [Mou16] unique up to isomorphism.
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3.4.3 Dealing with spookiness
Since spooky multipliers do not guarantee that `U produces split epi slices, we need to come up with a
larger class of suitable epi-like morphisms toU before we can proceed.
Denition 3.4.7. Given a multiplier xy n U : W → V , we say that a morphism φ : V → U is
dimensionally split if there is some W ∈ W such that pi2 : W n U → U factors over φ. If pi2 =
φ ◦ χ , we say that χ is a dimensional section of φ. We writeV//U for the full subcategory ofV/U of
dimensionally split slices.
e non-spookiness condition for multipliers is automatically satised if we replace ‘split epi’ with
‘dimensionally split’:
Corollary 3.4.8. For any multiplier xynU , any projection pi2 :W nU → U is dimensionally split.
Proposition 3.4.9. Take a multiplier xynU :W →V .
1. If φ ◦ χ is dimensionally split, then so is φ.
2. e identity morphism idU : U → U is dimensionally split.
3. Ifφ : V → U is dimensionally split and χ : V ′→ V is split epi, thenφ◦χ : V ′→ U is dimensionally
split.
4. Every split epimorphism toU is dimensionally split.
5. If xynU is non-spooky, then every dimensionally split morphism is split epi.
Proof. 1. If pi2 :W nU → U factors over φ ◦ χ , then it certainly factors over φ.
2. Since pi2 : >nU → U factors over idU .
3. Let φ ′ be a dimensional section of φ and χ ′ a section of χ . en χ ′ ◦ φ ′ is a dimensional section of
φ ◦ χ .
4. From the previous two points, or (essentially by composition of the above reasoning) because if
χ : U → V is a section of φ : V → U , then χ ◦ pi2 : >nU → V is a dimensional section of φ.
5. If φ : V → U is dimensionally split, then some pi2 :W nU → U factors over φ. Since pi2 is split epi,
idU factors over pi2 and hence over φ, i.e. φ is split epi.
We can now extend the notions of connection and connection-freedom to spooky multipliers without
changing their meaning for non-spooky multipliers:
Denition 3.4.10. We say that a multiplier xy nU : W → V is connection-free if `U is essentially
surjective onV//U , the full subcategory ofV/U of dimensionally split slices. A dimensionally split slice
(V ,ψ ) that is not in the image of `U even up to isomorphism, will be called a connection of the multiplier.
eorem 3.4.11 (Kernel theorem). If a multiplier xynU :W →V is cancellative, ane and connection-
free, then `U :W ' V//U is an equivalence of categories.
Example 3.4.12 (Identity). In the categoryW with the identity multiplierW n> =W , every morphism
W → > is dimensionally split. e multiplier is connection-free.
Example 3.4.13 (Nullary cubes). In the categories of nullary ane cubes 20 (example 3.3.3) and nullary
cartesian cubes 0 (example 3.3.4), a morphism φ : In → I is dimensionally split if i1 〈φ〉 is a variable.
e multipliers xy ∗ I : 20 → 20 and xy × I : 0 → 0 are connection-free.
Example 3.4.14 (Clocks). In the category of clocks  (example 3.3.6), a morphism φ : V → (i : k ) is
dimensionally split if i 〈φ〉 has clock type k . e multiplier xy × (i : k ) is connection-free.
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Example 3.4.15 (Twisted cubes). In the category 1 of twisted cubes (example 3.3.8), a morphism φ :
V → >n I is dimensionally split if it equals φ = ()n I. e multiplier xyn I is connection-free.
Example 3.4.16 (Embargoes). For the embargo multiplier xynU := (Id,>) :W →W× ↑ (example 3.3.9)
for U := (>,>), a morphism ((), ()) : (W ,o) → U is dimensionally split if o = >. e multiplier xy n U is
connection-free.
For xy n (U nU ), a morphism (φ, ()) : (W ,o) → (U ,>) = (U√U ) is dimensionally split if φ : W → U
is dimensionally split for xynU . Connection-freedom is then inherited from xynU .
Example 3.4.17 (Enhanced embargoes). For the enhanced embargo multiplier xyn U :W →W⊥/W :
W 7→ (W →W ) (example 3.3.10), a morphism (V →W ) → (> → >) = U is dimensionally split ifV , ⊥.
is multiplier is generally not connection-free: since it only produces identity arrows, any dimensionally
split non-identity arrow is a connection.
For xy n (U n U), a morphism (V →W ) → (U → U ) = (U n U) is dimensionally split (with section
([], χ ) : (⊥ → W ′ n U ) → (V → W )) if the morphism W → U is dimensionally split for xy n U with
section χ : W ′ n U → W . e multiplier xy n (U n U) is generally not connection-free, as the domain
part of a dimensionally split morphism could be anything.
For xyn (U√U ), any morphism (V →W ) → (U → >) = (U√U ) is dimensionally split by
([], id) : (⊥ →W )n (U√U ) = (⊥ →W ) → (V →W ). (17)
is multiplier is therefore generally not connection-free.
To conclude, we have made the base category more complicated in order to be able to dene the last
multiplier, but as a tradeo we now have connections to deal with.
Example 3.4.18 (Erasure). In the category Erased (example 3.3.12) with multiplier xy × i , all morphisms
to i are dimensionally split. e multiplier is connection-free.
3.4.4 Boundaries
Denition 3.4.19. e boundary ∂U of a a multiplier xynU :W →V is a presheaf overV such that
the cells V ⇒ ∂U are precisely the morphisms V → U that are not dimensionally split.
Proposition 3.4.20. If xynU is non-spooky, then ∂U is the largest strict subobject of yU .
Proof. Recall that if the multiplier is non-spooky, then dimensionally split and split epi are synonymous.
Clearly, ∂U ⊆ yU . Since id : U → U is split epi, we have ∂U ( yU . Now take another strict subobject
ϒ ( yU . We show that ϒ ⊆ ∂U .
We start by showing that id < U ⇒ ϒ. Otherwise, every φ ∈ V ⇒ yU would have to be a cell of ϒ as
it is a restriction of id, which would imply ϒ = yU .
Now id is a restriction of any split epimorphism, so ϒ contains no split epimorphisms, i.e. ϒ ⊆ ∂U .
Example 3.4.21. In all the binary cube categories mentioned in section 3.3, ∂I is isomorphic to the
constant presheaf of booleans.
For ane cubes, if we dene a multiplier xy∗ I2 in the obvious way, then ∂I2 is isomorphic to a colimit
of four times yI and four times y>, i.e. a square without ller. For cartesian asymmetric cubes, the square
also gains a diagonal. For symmetric cubes (with an involution¬ : I→ I), the other diagonal also appears.
3.5 Acting on slices
Denition 3.5.1. Given a multiplier xynU :W →V , we dene
`/W0U :W/W0 →V/(W0 nU ) : (W ,ψ ) 7→ (W nU ,ψ nU ). (18)
We say that xynU is:
• Strongly cancellative if for allW0, the functor `/W0U is faithful,
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• Strongly ane if for allW0, the functor `/W0U is full,
• Strongly connection-free if for allW0, the functor `/W0U is essentially surjective on slices (V ,φ) ∈V/(W0 nU ) such that pi2 ◦ φ is dimensionally split,
– We point out that the full subcategory of such slices is isomorphic to (V//U )/(W0 nU ,pi2),
• Strongly quantiable if for allW0, the functor `/W0U has a le adjoint∃/W0U : V/(W0nU ) →W/W0.
We denote the unit as copy/W0U : Id→ `/W0U ∃/W0U and the co-unit as drop/W0U : ∃/W0U `/W0U → Id.
e above denition generalizes the functor `U that we already had:
Proposition 3.5.2. e functor `/>U :W/> → V/(>nU ) is equal to `U :W →V/U over the obvious
isomorphisms between their domains and codomains. Hence, each of the strong properties implies the
basic property.
Note that strong connection-freedom is well-dened:
Proposition 3.5.3. e functor `/W0U factors over (V//U )/(W0 nU ,pi2).
Proof. e functor `/W0U sends (W ,ψ ) to (W n U ,ψ n U ). Since pi2 ◦ (ψ n U ) = pi2, it is dimensionally
split.
Proposition 3.5.4. If xynU :W →V is cancellative, then it is strongly cancellative.
Proof. Pick morphisms φ, χ : (W ,ψ ) → (W ′,ψ ′) in W/W0 such that `/W0U φ = `/VU χ . Expanding the
denition of `/W0U , we see that this means that φ n U = χ n U , and hence φ = χ by cancellation of
xynU .
Proposition 3.5.5. If xynU :W →V is cancellative and ane, then it is strongly ane.
Proof. Pick (W ,ψ ) and (W ′,ψ ′) inW/W0, and a morphism χ : `/W0U (W ,ψ ) → `/W0U (W ′,ψ ′). is amounts
to a diagram:
W nU
χ //
ψnU %%
pi2
**
W ′ nU
ψ ′nUyy
pi2
ss
W0 nU
pi2

U ,
(19)
i.e. a triangle inW/U , the objects of which are in the image of `U : W → W/U . en, by fullness
(anity) we get χ0 : W → W ′ such that `U χ0 = χ , which by faithfulness (cancellativity) makes the
following diagram commute:
W
χ0 //
ψ   
W ′
ψ ′}}
W0
(20)
en χ0 is a morphism χ0 : (W ,ψ ) → (W ′,ψ ′) inW/W0 and `/W0U χ0 = χ .
Proposition 3.5.6. If xynU :W →V is ane and connection-free, then it is strongly connection-free.
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Proof. Pick some (V ,φ) ∈ V/(W0 n U ) such that pi2 ◦ φ : V → U is dimensionally split. Because `U is
essentially surjective onV//U , there must be someW ∈ W such that ι : `UW = (W nU ,pi2)  (V ,pi2◦φ)
as slices overU . Because `U is full, there is a morphismψ :W →W0 such thatψ nU = φ ◦ ι :W nU →
W0 nU . us, ι−1 : (V ,φ)  (W nU ,ψ nU ) = `/W0U (W ,ψ ) as slices overW0 nU .
V oo
ι

φ
##
W nU
ψnUyy
pi2
ss
W0 nU
pi2

U
(21)
Example 3.5.7. In the category k of k-ary cartesian cubes (example 3.3.4), the diagonal δ : I → I × I
has the property that pi2 ◦ δ is split epi, but (I,δ ) is not in the image of `/II . us, xy n I is not strongly
connection-free, despite being connection-free.
Proposition 3.5.8. If xynU :W →V is quantiable, then it is strongly quantiable, with
∃/W0U (V ,φ) = (∃U (V ,pi2 ◦ φ), dropU ◦ ∃Uφ),
drop/W0U (W ,ψ ) = dropUW : ∃/W0U `/W0U (W ,ψ ) → (W ,ψ ),
copy/W0U (V ,φ) = copyU (V ,pi2 ◦ φ) : (V ,φ) → `/W0U ∃/W0U (V ,φ).
Proof. Pick (V ,φ) ∈ V/(W0 nU ). en we have, inV/U , a morphism φ : (V ,pi2 ◦ φ) → (W0 nU ,pi2) =
`UW0. Transposing this, we obtain
dropU ◦ ∃Uφ : ∃U (V ,pi2 ◦ φ) →W0. (22)
is is a slice overW0 that we take as the denition of ∃/W0U (V ,φ).
To prove adjointness, take a general morphism χ : ∃/W0U (V ,φ) → (W ,ψ ) and note that there is a
correspondence between diagrams of the following shape, where in the rst step we apply ∃U a `U and
in the second step we use (W/U )/`UW0 W/(W0 nU ):
∃U (V ,pi2 ◦ φ) χ //
dropU ◦∃U φ &&
W
ψ
ww
W0
(V ,pi2 ◦ φ)
`U χ◦copyU //
φ
&&
`UW
`Uψww
`UW0
(V ,φ) `U χ◦copyU // (W nU ,ψ nU ),
i.e. we get a morphism (V ,φ) → `/W0U (W ,ψ ). Moreover, we note that the transposition action on mor-
phisms is precisely that of ∃U a `U , and hence both adjunctions have the same unit and co-unit.
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Proposition 3.5.9 (Functoriality for slices). A morphism of multipliers xyn υ : xynU → xynU ′ gives
rise to a natural transformation Σ/W0nυ ◦ `/W0U → `/W0U ′ . Hence, if both multipliers are quantiable, we
also get ∃/W0U ′ ◦ Σ/W0nυ → ∃/W0U .
Proof. For any (W ,ψ ) ∈ W/W0, we have to prove (W nU , (W0 nυ) ◦ (ψ nU )) → (W nU ′,ψ nU ′). e
morphismW n υ :W nU →W nU ′ does the job. e second statement follows from lemma 2.1.1.
eorem 3.5.10 (Strong quantication theorem). If xynU is
1. cancellative, ane and quantiable, then we have a natural isomorphism drop/W0U : ∃/W0U `/W0U  Id.
2. semi-cartesian, then we have
(a) hide/W0U : Σ
/W0
U → ∃/W0U (if quantiable),
(b) spoil/W0U : `
/W0
U → Ω/W0U (if Ω/W0U exists),
(c) in any case Σ/W0U `
/W0
U → Id.
3. 3/4-cartesian, then there is a natural transformation Σ/W0nδ ◦ `/W0U → `/W0UnU , where we compose
multipliers as in theorem 3.6.1.
4. cartesian, then we have natural isomorphisms:
(a) ∃/W0U (V ,φ)  Σ/W0U (V ,φ) = (V ,pi1 ◦ φ),
(b) `/W0U (W ,ψ )  Ω/W0U (W ,ψ ),
(c) ∃/W0U `/W0U (W ,ψ )  Σ/W0U Ω/W0U (W ,ψ )  (W ×U ,ψ ◦ pi1).
Moreover, these isomorphisms become equality if ∃/W0U is constructed as above from ∃U = ΣU , and
Ω/W0U (W ,ψ ) is chosen wisely. (Both functors are dened only up to isomorphism.)
Proof. 1. is is a standard fact about fully faithful right adjoints such as `/W0U .
2. By lemma 2.1.1, it is sucient to prove Σ/W0U `
/W0
U → Id, and indeed we have pi1 : Σ/W0U `/W0U (W ,ψ ) =(W nU ,pi1 ◦ (ψ nU )) = (W nU ,ψ ◦ pi1) → (W ,ψ ).
3. is is a special case of proposition 3.5.9.
4. (a) Recall that ∃U (V ,φ)  ΣU (V ,φ) = V . e co-unit is essentially given by dropU = pi1 :
W × U → W . e construction of ∃/W0U then reveals that ∃/W0U (V ,φ)  (V ,pi1 ◦ φ), which is
the denition of Σ/W0U (V ,φ).
(b) is follows from the denitions.
(c) We have
∃/W0U `/W0U (W ,ψ ) = ∃/W0U (W ×U ,ψ ×U )  (W ×U ,pi1 ◦ (ψ ×U )) = (W ×U ,ψ ◦ pi1).
eorem 3.5.11 (Strong kernel theorem). If xynU :W →V is cancellative, ane and connection-free,
then `/W0U :W/W0 ' (V//U )/(W0 nU ,pi2) is an equivalence of categories.4
4We use a slight abuse of notation by using (V//U )/(W0 nU , pi2) as a subcategory of V/(W0 nU ).
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3.6 Composing multipliers
eorem 3.6.1. If xynU :W →V is a multiplier for U and xynU ′ : V → V ′ is a multiplier for U ′,
then their composite xyn (U nU ′) := (xynU )nU ′ is a multiplier forU nU ′.
1. e functor `UnU ′ :W →V ′/(U nU ′) equals `/UU ′ ◦ `U .
2. e functor `/W0UnU ′ :W →V ′/(U nU ′) equals `/W0nUU ′ ◦ `/W0U .
3. Assume both multipliers are endo. en:
(a) e composite xyn (U nU ′) is semicartesian if xynU and xynU ′ are semicartesian,
(b) e composite xyn (U nU ′) is 3/4-cartesian if xynU and xynU ′ are 3/4-cartesian,
(c) e composite xyn (U nU ′) is cartesian if xynU and xynU ′ are cartesian.
4. e composite xyn (U nU ′) is strongly cancellative if xynU and xynU ′ are cancellative.
5. e composite xyn (U nU ′) is ane if xynU is ane and xynU ′ is strongly ane.
6. e composite xyn (U nU ′) is strongly ane if xynU and xynU ′ are strongly ane.
7. e composite xyn(UnU ′) is connection-free if xynU is connection-free and xynU ′ is cancellative,
ane and connection-free.
8. e composite xyn (U nU ′) is strongly connection-free if xynU is strongly connection-free and
xynU ′ is cancellative, ane and connection-free.
9. e composite xyn (U nU ′) is strongly quantiable if xynU and xynU ′ are quantiable, and in
that case we have:
(a) ∃UnU ′ = ∃U ◦ ∃/UU ′ ,
(b) ∃/W0UnU ′ = ∃/W0U ◦ ∃/W0nUU ′ .
Proof. Since >nU  U , we see that (>nU )nU ′  U nU ′, so the composite is indeed a multiplier for
U nU ′.
1-2. Follows from expanding the denitions.
3. (a) Copointed endofunctors compose.
(b) Comonads compose.
(c) By associativity of the cartesian product.
4. Cancellative multipliers are strongly cancellative (proposition 3.5.4), and the composite `/W0UnU ′ =
`/W0U ′ `
/W0nU ′
U of faithful functors is faithful.
5-6. Follows from the rst two properties, since the composite of full functors is full.
7. Analogous to the next point.
8. Recall that the assumptions imply that xynU ′ is strongly cancellative, strongly ane and strongly
connection free.
Pick a slice (V ′,φ ′) ∈ V ′/(W0 nU nU ′) such that piUnU ′2 ◦ φ ′ : V ′ → U n U ′ is dimensionally
split with section χ ′ : W1 n U n U ′ → V ′. en piU ′2 ◦ piUnU
′
2 ◦ φ ′ = piU
′
2 ◦ φ ′ : V ′ → U ′ is also
dimensionally split with the same section.
Because xy n U ′ is strongly connection-free, we nd some (V ,φ) ∈ V/(W0 n U ) such that ι′ :
(V ′,φ ′)  `/W0nUU ′ (V ,φ) ∈ V ′/(W0 nU nU ′).
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W1 nU
χ

piU2
  
W1 nU nU ′
χ ′
vv
χnU ′

piUnU
′
2
  
piU
′
2
zz
V
φ
yy
ι

V ′
φ ′

ι′

// V nU ′
φnU ′vv
W0 nU
piU2 %%
W nU
ψnU
oo W0 nU nU ′
piUnU
′
2
((
piU
′
2
,,
U U nU ′
piU
′
2

U ′
Because `U ′ is fully faithful, the morphism ι′ ◦ χ ′ : `U ′(W1 nU ) → `U ′V has a unique preimage
χ : W1 nU → V under `U ′ . e uniqueness of the inverse images implies that piU2 ◦ φ ◦ χ = piU2 :
W1 nU → U , as the equation holds aer applying `U ′ (note that piUnU ′2 = piU2 nU ′).
us, we see that pi2 ◦φ : V → U is dimensionally split. Because xynU is strongly connection-free,
we nd some slice (W ,ψ ) ∈ W/W0 so that ι : (V ,φ)  `/W0U (W ,ψ ) ∈ V/(W0 n U ). We conclude
that
(V ′,φ ′)  `/W0nUU ′ (V ,φ)  `/W0nUU ′ `/W0U (W ,ψ ) = `/W0UnU ′(W ,ψ ). (23)
9. antiable multipliers are strongly quantiable (proposition 3.5.8), and the composite of le ad-
joints is a le adjoint to the composite.
4 Multipliers and presheaves
Denition 4.0.1. Every multiplier xy nU : W → V gives rise to three adjoint endofunctors between
Ŵ and V̂ , which we will denote
(xyn yU ) a (yU ( xy) a (yU √ xy). (24)
Correspondingly, a morphism of multipliers xynυ gives rise to natural transformations xynyυ, yυ ( xy
and yυ
√ xy.
Note that the functor xyn yU : Ŵ → V̂ is quite reminiscent of the Day-convolution.
4.1 Acting on elements
In section 3.5, we generalized `U :W → V/U to act on slices as `/W0U :W/W0 → V/(W0 nU ). Here,
we further generalize to a functor whose domain is the category of elements:
Denition 4.1.1. We dene (using notation 2.3.3):
• `/ΨU :W/Ψ→V/(Ψ n yU ) : (W ,ψ ) 7→ (W nU ,ψ n yU ),
• `∈ΨU : (W ⇒ Ψ) → {φ :W nU ⇒ Ψ n yU | pi2 ◦ φ = pi2} : ψ 7→ ψ n yU .
We say that xynU is:
• Providently cancellative if for all Ψ, the functor `/ΨU is faithful,
• Elementally cancellative if for all Ψ, the natural transformation `∈ΨU is componentwise injective,
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• Providently ane if for all Ψ, the functor `/ΨU is full,
• Elementally ane if for all Ψ, the natural transformation `∈ΨU is componentwise surjective,
• Providently connection-free if for allΨ, the functor `/ΨU is essentially surjective on slices (V ,φ) ∈V/(Ψ n yU ) such that pi2 ◦ φ is dimensionally split,
• Providently quantiable if for allΨ, the functor `/ΨU has a le adjoint∃/ΨU : V/(ΨnyU ) →W/Ψ.
We denote the unit as copy/ΨU : Id→ `/ΨU ∃/ΨU and the co-unit as drop/ΨU : ∃/ΨU `/ΨU → Id.
is is indeed a generalization:
Proposition 4.1.2. e functor `/yW0U :W/yW0 →V/(yW0nyU ) is equal to `/W0U :W/W0 →V/(W0n
U ) over the obvious isomorphisms between their domains and codomains. Hence, each of the provident
notions implies the strong notion 3.5.1. Moreover, each of the elemental notions implies the basic notion.
Proof. Most of this is straightforward. To see the last claim, note that
{φ :W nU ⇒ yW0 n yU | pi2 ◦ φ = pi2}  ((W nU ,pi2) → (W0 nU ,pi2)) = (`UW → `UW0).
So if injectivity/surjectivity holds for allW0, then we can conclude that `U is cancellative/ane.
Proposition 4.1.3. If xynU is cancellative, then it is providently cancellative.
Proof. Analogous to proposition 3.5.4.
Proposition 4.1.4. If xynU is cancellative, then it is elementally cancellative
Proof. We have
{φ :W nU ⇒ Ψ n yU | pi2 ◦ φ = pi2}
 ∃W0.(φ ′ :W nU →W0 nU ) × (ψ :W0 ⇒ Ψ) × (pi2 ◦ (ψ n yU ) ◦ φ ′ = pi2)
 ∃W0.(φ ′ :W nU →W0 nU ) × (ψ :W0 ⇒ Ψ) × (pi2 ◦ φ ′ = pi2)
 ∃W0.(φ ′ : `UW → `UW0) × (ψ :W0 ⇒ Ψ) (25)
and
(W ⇒ Ψ)  ∃W0.(W →W0) × (W0 ⇒ Ψ). (26)
Moreover, the action of `∈ΨU sends (W0, χ ,ψ ) in eq. (26) to (W0,`U χ ,ψ ) in eq. (25). Naively, one would say
that this proves injectivity, but some care is required with the equality relation for co-ends. It might be
that (W0, χ ,ψ ) and (W0, χ ′,ψ ) are sent to the same object. is would mean that there exists a zigzag ζ
fromW0 to itself such that the following diagrams commute:
`UW0
`U ζ
W0
ζ
ψ
$
`UW
`U χ
;;
`U χ ′ ##
Ψ.
`UW0 W0
ψ
:B
(27)
en by cancellativity of `U , we see that the unique preimage of the le triangle also commutes and
henceψ ◦ χ = ψ ◦ χ ′, so that (W0, χ ,ψ ) = (W , id,ψ ◦ χ ) = (W , id,ψ ◦ χ ′) = (W0, χ ′,ψ ).
Proposition 4.1.5. If xynU is cancellative and ane, then it is providently ane.
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Proof. Pick (W ,ψ ) and (W ′,ψ ′) inW/Ψ and a morphism χ : `/ΨU (W ,ψ ) → `/ΨU (W ′,ψ ′). en we also
have χ : `UW → `UW ′ and by fullness, we nd an inverse image χ0 :W →W ′ under `U . By elemental
cancellativity, we see thatψ ′ ◦ χ0 = ψ , so that χ0 is a morphism of slices χ0 : (W ,ψ ) → (W ′,ψ ′) ∈ W/Ψ
and `/ΨU χ0 = χ .
Proposition 4.1.6. If xynU is ane, then it is elementally ane.
Proof. In the proof of proposition 4.1.4, we saw that `∈ΨU essentially sends (W0, χ ,ψ0) to (W0,`U χ ,ψ0).
en if `U χ is full, it is immediate that this operation is surjective.
Proposition 4.1.7. If xynU is strongly connection-free, then it is providently connection-free.
Proof. Pick a slice (V ,φ) ∈ V/(Ψn yU ) such that pi2 ◦ φ is dimensionally split. By denition of xyn yU ,
there is someW0 such that φ factors as φ = (ψW0⇒ΨnU )◦ χ . Clearly, pi2 ◦φ = pi2 ◦ χ is dimensionally split.
Hence, by strong connection-freedom, (V , χ )  `/W0U (W , χ ′) ∈ V/(W0 nU ) for some (W , χ ′) ∈ W/W0.
en we also have (V ,φ) = (V , (ψ n yU ) ◦ χ )  `/ΨU (W ,ψ ◦ χ ′).
Proposition 4.1.8. If xynU is quantiable, then it is providently quantiable, with
∃/ΨU (V , (ψ n yU ) ◦ φ0) = Σ/ψ∃/W0U (V ,φ0),
drop/ΨU (W ,ψ ) = dropUW ,
copy/ΨU (V ,φ) = copyU (V ,pi2 ◦ φ).
Proof. Pick (V ,φ) ∈ V/(ΨnyU ). enφ factors as (ψW0⇒ΨnyU )◦φV→W0nU0 . en (V ,φ0) ∈ V/(W0nU )
and hence ∃/W0U (V ,φ0) ∈ W/W0. We dene
∃/ΨU (V ,φ) := Σ/ψ∃/W0U (V ,φ0)
= Σ/ψ (∃U (V ,pi2 ◦ φ0), dropU ◦ ∃Uφ0)
= (∃U (V ,piW0nU→U2 ◦ φ0),ψ ◦ dropU ◦ ∃Uφ0)
= (∃U (V ,piΨnyU→yU2 ◦ φ),ψ ◦ dropU ◦ ∃Uφ0).
We need to prove that this is well-dened, i.e. respects equality on the co-end that denesV ⇒ Ψn yU .
To this end, assume that φ = (ψW0⇒Ψ0 n yU ) ◦φV→W0nU0 = (ψW1⇒Ψ1 n yU ) ◦φV→W1nU1 . is means there
is a zigzag ζ fromW0 toW1 such that the following triangles commute:
W0 nU
ζnU
W0
ζ
ψ0
$
V
φ0
;;
φ1
##
Ψ.
W1 nU W1
ψ1
:B
(28)
By naturality of dropU , we nd thatψ0 ◦ dropU ◦ ∃Uφ0 = ψ1 ◦ dropU ◦ ∃Uφ1. We conclude that ∃/ΨU (V ,φ)
is well-dened.
To prove adjointness, we rst show how `/ΨU on the right can be turned into ∃/ΨU on the le. Pick
χ : (V ,φ) → `/ΨU (W ,ψ ) = (W n U ,ψ n yU ) : V/(Ψ n yU ). en φ = (ψ n yU ) ◦ χ so by denition,
∃/ΨU (V ,φ) = (∃U (V ,pi2◦φ),ψ ◦dropU ◦∃U χ )which clearly factors overψ , i.e. has a morphism dropU ◦∃U χ :
∃/ΨU (V ,φ) → (W ,ψ ). If χ = id, then we obtain the co-unit drop/ΨU = dropU ◦ ∃U id = dropU .
Next, we construct the unit copy/ΨU : (V ,φ) → `/ΨU ∃/ΨU (V ,φ). If φ = (ψ n yU ) ◦ φ0, then we have
`/ΨU ∃/ΨU (V ,φ) = `/ΨU Σ/ψ∃/W0U (V ,φ0)
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= Σ/ψnyU `/W0U ∃/W0U (V ,φ0).
On the other hand, (V ,φ) = Σ/ψnyU (V ,φ0), so as the unit we can take copy/ΨU = Σ/ψnyU copy/W0U =
copy/W0U = copyU .
e adjunction laws are then inherited from ∃U a `U .
Proposition 4.1.9 (Functoriality for elements). A morphism of multipliers xy n υ : xy n U → xy n U ′
gives rise to a natural transformation Σ/Ψnyυ ◦ `/ΨU → `/ΨU ′ . Hence, if both multipliers are quantiable,
we also get ∃/ΨU ′ ◦ Σ/Ψnyυ → ∃/ΨU .
Proof. For any (W ,ψ ) ∈ W/Ψ, we have to prove (W nU , (Ψnyυ) ◦ (ψ nyU )) → (W nU ′,ψ nyU ′). e
morphismW n υ :W nU →W nU ′ does the job. e second statement follows from lemma 2.1.1.
eorem 4.1.10 (Provident quantication theorem). If xynU is
1. cancellative, ane and quantiable, then we have a natural isomorphism drop/ΨU : ∃/ΨU `/ΨU  Id.
2. semi-cartesian, then we have
(a) hide/ΨU : Σ
/Ψ
U → ∃/ΨU (if quantiable),
(b) spoil/ΨU : `
/Ψ
U → Ω/ΨU (if Ω/ΨU exists),
(c) in any case Σ/ΨU `
/Ψ
U → Id.
3. 3/4-cartesian, then there is a natural transformation Σ/Ψnyδ ◦ `/ΨU → `/ΨUnU .
4. cartesian, then we have natural isomorphisms:
(a) ∃/ΨU (V ,φ)  Σ/ΨU (V ,φ) = (V ,pi1 ◦ φ),
(b) `/ΨU (W ,ψ )  Ω/ΨU (W ,ψ ),
(c) ∃/ΨU `/ΨU (W ,ψ )  Σ/ΨU Ω/ΨU (W ,ψ )  (W × yU ,ψ ◦ pi1).
Moreover, these isomorphisms become equality if ∃/ΨU is constructed as above from ∃/W0U = Σ/W0U ,
and Ω/ΨU (W ,ψ ) is chosen wisely. (Both functors are dened only up to isomorphism.)
Proof. 1. is is a standard fact about fully faithful right adjoints such as `/ΨU .
2. By lemma 2.1.1, it is sucient to prove Σ/ΨU `
/Ψ
U → Id, and indeed we have pi1 : Σ/ΨU `/ΨU (W ,ψ ) =(W nU ,pi1 ◦ (ψ n yU )) = (W nU ,ψ ◦ pi1) → (W ,ψ ).
3. is is a special case of proposition 4.1.9.
4. (a) Let φ = (ψ n yU ) ◦ φ0. en we have
∃/ΨU (V ,φ) = Σ/ψ∃/W0U (V ,φ0)
 Σ/ψ Σ/W0U (V ,φ0)
= Σ/ψ (V ,pi1 ◦ φ0)
= (V ,ψ ◦ pi1 ◦ φ0) = (V ,pi1 ◦ (ψ n yU ) ◦ φ0) = (V ,pi1 ◦ φ).
(b) is follows from the denitions.
(c) We have
∃/ΨU `/ΨU (W ,ψ ) = ∃/ΨU (W ×U ,ψ × yU )  (W ×U ,pi1 ◦ (ψ × yU )) (29)
and of course pi1 ◦ (ψ × yU ) = ψ ◦ pi1 :W ×U → Ψ.
eorem 4.1.11 (Provident kernel theorem). If xynU :W →V is cancellative, ane and connection-
free, then `/ΨU :W/Ψ ' (V//U )/(Ψ n yU ,pi2) is an equivalence of categories.5
5We use a slight abuse of notation as (V//U )/(Ψ n yU , pi2) is in fact neither a category of slices nor of elements.
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4.2 Acting on presheaves
Proposition 4.2.1. e functor xyn yU : Ŵ → V̂:
1. is a multiplier for yU ,
2. has the property that `yU : Ŵ → V̂/yU is naturally isomorphic to (`U )! : Ŵ → V̂/U over the
equivalence between their codomains,
3. has the property that the slice functor `/ΨyU : Ŵ/Ψ → V̂/(Ψ n yU ) is naturally isomorphic to the
le liing of the elements functor (`/ΨU )! : Ŵ/Ψ →
̂︷          ︸︸          ︷
V/(Ψ n yU ) over the equivalences between
their domains and codomains,
4. is semicartesian if and only if xynU is,
5. is 3/4-cartesian if and only if xynU is,
6. is cartesian if and only if xynU is,
7. is cancellative if one of the following conditions holds:
(a) xynU is cancellative and ane,
(b) xynU is cartesian andU is not spooky.
(see example 4.2.2 for a counterexample showing the necessity of either non-spookiness or anity),
8. is strongly ane if xynU is cancellative and ane,
9. is quantiable if xy nU is, and ∃yU is naturally isomorphic to (∃U )! over the equivalence V̂/U '
V̂/yU ,
10. is strongly quantiable if xynU is quantiable, and ∃/ΨyU is naturally isomorphic to (∃/ΨU )! over the
equivalences between their domain and codomain.
Proof. 1. Since >n yU  y>n yU  y(>nU )  yU . We use, in order, that y preserves the terminal
object, that F! ◦ y  y ◦ F (theorem 2.3.2) and that xynU is a multiplier forU .
2. e functor (`U )! sends a presheaf Γ ∈ Ŵ to the presheaf in V̂/U determined by
(V ,φ) ⇒ (`U )!Γ = ∃W .((V ,φ) → `UW ) × (W ⇒ Γ). (30)
On the other hand, `yU Γ is the slice (Γ n yU ,pi2) ∈ V̂/yU . Taking the preimage of pi2 (proposi-
tion 2.3.6), we get a presheaf ∆ ∈ V̂/U determined by
(V ,φ) ⇒ ∆ = {(γ n yU ) ◦ χ : V ⇒ Γ n yU | pi2 ◦ (γ n yU ) ◦ χ = φ}
= {(γ n yU ) ◦ χ : V ⇒ Γ n yU | pi2 ◦ χ = φ}
 ∃W .(χ : V →W nU ) × (γ :W ⇒ Γ) × (pi2 ◦ χ = φ)
 ∃W .(χ : (V ,φ) → `UW ) × (W ⇒ Γ).
Indeed, we see that these functors are isomorphic.
3. e functor (`/ΨU )! sends a presheaf Ψ | Γ ` Ctx overW/Ψ to the presheaf ΨnyU | (`UΨ)!Γ ` Ctx
overV/(Ψ n yU ) determined by:
(V ,φV⇒ΨnyU ) ⇒
(
`/ΨU
)
!
Γ = ∃(W ,ψW⇒Ψ).((V ,φ) → `/ΨU (W ,ψ )) × ((W ,ψ ) ⇒ Γ). (31)
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On the other hand, `/ΨyU (Ψ.Γ,pi ) is the slice (Ψ.ΓnyU ,pinyU ) ∈ V̂/(ΨnyU ). Taking the preimage
of pi n yU (proposition 2.3.6), we get a presheaf Ψn yU | ∆ ` Ctx overV/(Ψn yU ) determined by
(V ,φV⇒ΨnyU ) ⇒ ∆
= {(ψ .γ n yU ) ◦ χ : V ⇒ Ψ.Γ n yU | (pi n yU ) ◦ (ψ .γ n yU ) ◦ χ = φ}
= {(ψ .γ n yU ) ◦ χ : V ⇒ Ψ.Γ n yU | (ψ n yU ) ◦ χ = φ}
 ∃W .(χ : V →W nU ) × (ψ :W ⇒ Ψ) × (γ : (W ,ψ ) ⇒ Γ) × ((ψ n yU ) ◦ χ = φ)
 ∃(W ,ψW⇒Ψ).(χ : (V ,φ) → `/ΨU (W ,ψ )) × (γ : (W ,ψ ) ⇒ Γ).
Indeed, we see that these functors are isomorphic.
4. Assume that xynU is semicartesian. It is immediate from the construction of xy! that xy! preserves
natural transformations. Moreover, we have Id!  Id, so we get pi1 : (xyn yU ) → Id.
Conversely, assume that xy n yU is semicartesian. en we have y(xy n U )  (yxy n yU ) → y.
Since y is fully faithful, we have proven (xynU ) → Id.
5. Analogous to the previous point.
6. Assume that xynU is cartesian. We apply the universal property of the cartesian product, and the
co-Yoneda lemma:
V ⇒ (Γ n yU ) = ∃W .(V →W nU ) × (W ⇒ Γ)
 ∃W .(V →W ) × (V → U ) × (W ⇒ Γ)
 (V → U ) × (V ⇒ Γ)
 V ⇒ Γ × yU .
Conversely, if xyn yU is cartesian, we have
V →W nU = V ⇒ y(W nU )
 V ⇒ yW n yU
 (V ⇒ yW ) × (V ⇒ yU )
 (V →W ) × (V → U )  V →W ×U .
7. e reasoning is dierent in both cases:
(a) In this case, `U is fully faithful, implying that (`U )! (which is essentially `yU ) is also fully
faithful, i.e. xyn yU is cancellative and ane.
(b) Similar to proposition 3.2.6.
8. Since it is then cancellative and ane, as proven in the previous item.
9. We know that (∃U )! a (`U )! so moving it through the natural transformation yields a le adjoint
to `yU .
10. By proposition 4.1.8, ∃/ΨU exists. We know that (∃/ΨU )! a (`/ΨU )! so moving it through the natural
transformation yields a le adjoint to `/ΨyU .
Example 4.2.2 (Non-cancellativity of xy× yU for spookyU ). Consider the category of nullary cartesian
cubes 0 (example 3.3.4) and let Γ be the terminal presheaf and (> ⇒ ∆) = Bool and (In ⇒ ∆) = {?} for
n > 0. en ∆ × yI is the terminal presheaf. Hence, xy × yI is not injective on morphisms Γ → ∆.
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4.3 Four adjoint functors
Unlike the category of slices Ŵ/Ψ, the equivalent category Ŵ/Ψ is a presheaf category and therefore
immediately a model of dependent type theory. erefore, we prefer to work with that category, and to
use the corresponding functors:
Denition 4.3.1. e adjoint functors ∃/ΨU a `/ΨU give rise to four adjoint functors between presheaf
categories over slice categories, which we denote
∃Ψ |yU a `Ψ |yU a ∀Ψ |yU a GΨ |yU . (32)
We call the fourth functor transpension.
e units and co-units will be denoted:
copyΨ |yU : Id→ `Ψ |yU ∃Ψ |yU dropΨ |yU : ∃Ψ |yU `Ψ |yU → Id
constΨ |yU : Id→ ∀Ψ |yU `Ψ |yU appΨ |yU : `Ψ |yU ∀Ψ |yU → Id
reidxΨ |yU : Id→ GΨ |yU ∀Ψ |yU unmeridΨ |yU : ∀Ψ |yU GΨ |yU → Id
(33)
For now, we dene all of these functors only up to isomorphism, i.e. for the middle two we do not specify
whether they arise as a le, central or right liing.
Note that, if in a judgement Ψ | Γ ` J , we view the part before the pipe (|) as part of the context, then
∃Γ |yU and ∀Γ |yU bind a (substructural) variable of type yU , whereas `Γ |yU and GΓ |yU depend on one.
Corollary 4.3.2. e properties asserted by proposition 4.2.1 for `/ΨyU also hold for `
Ψ |
yU .
Proof. Follows from the fact that `Ψ |yU  (`/ΨU )!, and the observation in proposition 4.2.1 that this functor
in turn corresponds to `/ΨyU .
Proposition 4.3.3 (Presheaf functoriality). A morphism of multipliers xyn υ : xynU → xynU ′ gives
rise to natural transformations
• ∃Ψ |yU ′ ◦ ΣΨnyυ | → ∃Ψ |yU (if quantiable),
• ΣΨnyυ | ◦ `Ψ |yU → `Ψ |yU ′ and `Ψ |yU → ΩΨnyυ | ◦ `Ψ |yU ′ ,
• ∀Ψ |yU ′ → ∀Ψ |yU ◦ ΩΨnyυ | and ∀Ψ |yU ′ ◦ ΠΨnyυ | → ∀Ψ |yU ,
• ΠΨnyυ | ◦ GΨ |yU → GΨ |yU ′ ,
Proof. Follows directly from proposition 4.1.9.
Proposition 4.3.4 (Presheaf quantication theorem). If xynU is
1. cancellative and ane, then dropΨ |yU , const
Ψ |
yU and unmerid
Ψ |
yU are natural isomorphisms.
2. semi-cartesian, then we have
(a) hideΨ |yU : Σ
Ψ |
yU → ∃Ψ |yU (if quantiable),
(b) spoilΨ |yU : `
Ψ |
yU → ΩΨ |yU ,
(c) cospoilΨ |yU : Π
Ψ |
yU → ∀Ψ |yU .
3. 3/4-cartesian, then we can apply proposition 4.3.3 to xyn δ : xynU → xyn (U nU ).
4. cartesian, then we have natural isomorphisms:
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(a) ∃Ψ |U  ΣΨ |U ,
(b) `Ψ |U  Ω
Ψ |
U ,
(c) ∀Ψ |U  ΠΨ |U ,
(d) GΨ |U  G
Ψ |
U (between the functors of the same notation from denitions 2.3.17 and 4.3.1).
Equality is achieved for any pair of functors if they are lied in the same way from functors that
were equal in theorem 4.1.10.
Proof. 1. e fact that dropΨ |yU is an isomorphism, is a standard fact about fully faithful right adjoints
such as `Ψ |yU . is property then carries over to further adjoints.
2. By lemma 2.1.1, it is sucient to prove ΣΨ |yU `
Ψ |
yU → Id, which follows immediately from pi1 :
Σ/ΨU `
/Ψ
U → Id.
3. Of course we can.
4. is is an immediate corollary of theorem 3.5.10.
Proposition 4.3.5 (Fresh exchange). If Ψ | Γ ` Ctx, i.e. Γ ∈ Ŵ/Ψ, then we have an isomorphism of
slices (natural in Γ):
(Ψ n yU ).`Ψ |yU Γ
 //
pi
&&
Ψ.Γ n yU
pinyU
yy
Ψ n yU .
(34)
is proposition explains the meaning of `/ΓyU : it is the type depending on a variable of type yU whose
elements are required to be fresh for that variable, where the meaning of ‘fresh’ depends on the nature
of the multiplier. If the multiplier is cartesian, then `/ΓyU is clearly just weakening over yU .
Proof. e slice on the right is `/ΨyU (Ψ.Γ,pi ). By proposition 4.2.1, this is isomorphic to `Ψ |yU Γ over the
equivalence from proposition 2.3.6 which sends ∆ to ((Ψ n yU ).∆,pi ).
4.4 Investigating the transpension functor
Denition 4.4.1. Write Ψ n ∂U for the pullback
Ψ n ∂U ⊆ //
pi2

Ψ n yU
pi2

∂U
⊆ // yU .
(35)
Denition 4.4.2. Write (∈ ∂U ) for the inverse image of Ψ n ∂U ⊆ Ψ n yU , which is a presheaf over
W/(Ψ n yU ) such that (Ψ n yU ).(∈ ∂U )  Ψ n ∂U . We also write (∈ ∂U ) for the inverse image of
∂U ⊆ yU . Finally, we write Σ/ΨnyU(∈∂U ) a . . . for the functors arising from Ψ n ∂U ⊆ Ψ n yU .
eorem 4.4.3 (Poles of the transpension). For any non-spooky multiplier xynU :W →V , the functor
Ω
ΨnyU |
(∈∂U ) ◦G
Ψ |
yU : Ŵ/Ψ→
̂︷          ︸︸          ︷
V/(Ψ n ∂U ) sends any presheaf to the terminal presheaf, i.e. ΩΨnyU |(∈∂U ) ◦G
Ψ |
yU = >.
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Proof. We show that there is always a unique cell (V ,φV⇒Ψn∂U ) ⇒ ΩΨnyU |(∈∂U ) G
Ψ |
yU Γ. We have
(V ,φV⇒Ψn∂U ) ⇒ ΩΨnyU |(∈∂U ) G
Ψ |
yU Γ
= Σ
/ΨnyU
(∈∂U ) (V ,φV⇒Ψn∂U ) ⇒ G
Ψ |
yU Γ
= (V ,φV⇒ΨnyU ) ⇒ GΨ |yU Γ
= ∀Ψ |yU y(V ,φV⇒ΨnyU ) → Γ
= ∀(W ,ψW⇒Ψ).
(
(W ,ψ ) ⇒ ∀Ψ |yU y(V ,φV⇒ΨnyU )
)
→ ((W ,ψ ) ⇒ Γ)
= ∀(W ,ψW⇒Ψ).
(
`/ΨU (W ,ψ ) ⇒ y(V ,φV⇒ΨnyU )
)
→ ((W ,ψ ) ⇒ Γ)
= ∀(W ,ψW⇒Ψ).
(
(W nU ,ψ n yU ) → (V ,φV⇒ΨnyU )
)
→ ((W ,ψ ) ⇒ Γ) ,
and then we see that the last argument χ cannot exist. Indeed, suppose we have a commuting diagram
W nU
χ //
ψnyU !)
pi
&.
V
φ

Ψ n yU
pi2

Ψ n ∂U⊇
oo
pi2

yU ∂U .⊇
oo
(36)
en we see that pi2 ◦φ : V → U is dimensionally split with section χ but is also a cell of ∂U which means
exactly that it is not dimensionally split.
e following theorem shows that dimensionally split morphisms are an interesting concept:
eorem 4.4.4 (Boundary theorem). We have >n yU | (∈ ∂U )  G>|yU⊥ ` Ctx.
Proof. We prove this by characterizing the right hand side of the isomorphism. We have
(V ,φV⇒>nyU ) ⇒ G>|yU⊥
= ∀>|yU y(V ,φV⇒>nyU ) → ⊥
= ∀(W , ()W⇒>).((W , ()) ⇒ ∀>|yU y(V ,φV⇒>nyU )) → ((W , ()) ⇒ ⊥)
= ∀(W , ()W⇒>).((W , ()) ⇒ ∀>|yU y(V ,φV⇒>nyU )) → ∅
= ∀(W , ()W⇒>).(`/>U (W , ()) → (V ,φV⇒>nyU )) → ∅
= ∀(W , ()W⇒>).((W nU , ()nU ) → (V ,φV⇒>nyU )) → ∅
 ∀W .((W nU ,pi2) → (V ,pi2 ◦ φ)) → ∅
 (∃W .(W nU ,pi2) → (V ,pi2 ◦ φ)) → ∅.
Clearly, the le hand side of the last line is inhabited if and only if pi2 ◦ φ is dimensionally split. Hence,
there is a unique cell (V ,φV⇒>nyU ) ⇒ G>|yU⊥ if and only if pi2 ◦φ is not dimensionally split, showing that
G>|yU⊥ is indeed isomorphic to (∈ ∂U ).
Remark 4.4.5. In section 6.3 (theorem 6.3.1), we will see that unless the multiplier is cancellative and
ane, the transpension type is not stable under substitution. Instead, for σ : Ψ1 → Ψ2, we only have
ΩσnyU | ◦ GΨ2 |yU → GΨ1 |yU ◦ Ωσ | . Writing ω : Ψ→ >, this gives us over Ψ n yU :
(∈ ∂U ) = ΩωnyU |(∈ ∂U )  ΩωnyU |G>|yU⊥ → GΨ |yU Ωω |⊥ = GΨ |yU⊥,
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which we already knew from theorem 4.4.3.
On the other hand, (∈ ∂U ) is stable under substitution. Hence, theorem 4.4.4 breaks if we replace >
with an arbitrary Ψ, unless xynU is cancellative and ane.
eorem 4.4.6 (Transpension elimination). Let xy n U : W → V be a cancellative, ane and
connection-free. en we have
Ψ n yU | Γ ` Ctx
Ψ | ∀Ψ |yU Γ ` A type
Ψ n yU | Γ.
〈
GΨ |yU
A〉 ` B type
Ψ n ∂U | ΩΨn∂U |(∈∂U ) Γ ` b∂ :
(
ΩΨn∂U |(∈∂U ) B
)
[(id, )]
Ψ |
(
∀Ψ |yU Γ
)
.A ` b˚ :
(
∀Ψ |yU B
) [(
pi ,
(
unmeridΨ |yU
)−1
(ξ )
)]
Ψ n ∂U | ΩΨn∂U |(∈∂U ) `
Ψ |
yU
((
∀Ψ |yU Γ
)
.A
)
` Ω
Ψn∂U |
(∈∂U )
(
appΨ |yU
(
`Ψ|yU b˚
))
= b∂
[
ΩΨn∂U |(∈∂U )
(
appΨ |yU ◦ pi
)]
:
(
ΩΨn∂U |(∈∂U ) B
)
[(id, )]
[
ΩΨn∂U |(∈∂U )
(
appΨ |yU ◦ pi
)]
Ψ n yU | Γ.
〈
GΨ |yU
A〉 ` b : B (37)
and b reduces to b∂ and b˚ if we apply to it the same functors and substitutions that have been applied to
B in the types of b∂ and b˚.
(If the multiplier is not quantiable, then `Ψ |yU may not be a CwF morphism, but the term app
Ψ |
yU
(
`Ψ|yU b˚
)
is essentially a dependent transposition for the adjunction `Ψ |yU a ∀Ψ |yU which even exists if only the right
adjoint is a CwF morphism [Nuy18]).
In words: if we want to eliminate an element of the transpension type, then we can do so by induction.
We distinguish two cases and a coherence condition:
• In the rst case (b∂), we are on the boundary ofU and the transpension type trivializes.
• In the second case, we are dening an action on cells that live over all of yU . In the transpension
type, such cells are in 1-1 correspondence with cells of type A under the isomorphism unmeridΨ |yU :
∀Ψ |yU GΨ |yU  Id.
• e boundary of the image of cells in the second case, must always be b∂ .
Note that right adjoint weak CwF morphisms such as GΨ |yU give rise to a DRA by applying the CwF mor-
phism and then substituting with the unit of the adjunction. As such, the transpension type is modelled
by the DRA sending A to
〈
GΨ |yU
A〉 = (GΨ |yUA) [reidxΨ |yU ] .
Proof. Well-formedness. We rst show that the theorem is well-formed.
• e rule for Γ just assumes that Γ is a presheaf overV/(Ψ n yU ).
• en ∀Ψ |yU Γ is a presheaf overW/Ψ and we assume that A is a type in that context, i.e. a presheaf
over the category of elements of ∀Ψ |yU Γ.
• en the DRA of GΨ |yU applied to A is a type in context Γ. We assume that B is a type over the
extended context.
• Being a central liing, ΩΨn∂U |(∈∂U ) B is a CwF morphism and can be applied to B, yielding a type in
context
ΩΨn∂U |(∈∂U )
(
Γ.
(
GΨ |yUA
) [
reidxΨ |yU
] )
= ΩΨn∂U |(∈∂U ) Γ.
(
ΩΨn∂U |(∈∂U ) G
Ψ |
yUA
) [
ΩΨn∂U |(∈∂U ) reidx
Ψ |
yU
]
 ΩΨn∂U |(∈∂U ) Γ.>,
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where the isomorphism is an application of theorem 4.4.3. e substitution (id, ) = pi−1 yields a
type in context ΩΨn∂U |(∈∂U ) Γ. We assume that b∂ has this type.
• Being a central liing, ∀Ψ |yU is a CwF morphism and can be applied to B, yielding a type in context
∀Ψ |yU
(
Γ.
(
GΨ |yUA
) [
reidxΨ |yU
] )
= ∀Ψ |yU Γ.
(
∀Ψ |yU GΨ |yUA
) [
∀Ψ |yU reidxΨ |yU
]
.
e natural transformation (unmeridΨ |yU )−1 gives rise [Nuy18] to a function
(unmeridΨ |yU )−1 : A→
(
∀Ψ |yU GΨ |yUA
)
[(unmeridΨ |yU )−1]. (38)
Now, by the adjunction laws, ∀Ψ |yU reidxΨ |yU ◦ unmeridΨ |yU = id, so
∀Ψ |yU reidxΨ |yU = ∀Ψ |yU reidxΨ |yU ◦ unmeridΨ |yU ◦ (unmeridΨ |yU )−1 = (unmeridΨ |yU )−1. (39)
en we have
(unmeridΨ |yU )−1 : A→
(
∀Ψ |yU GΨ |yUA
) [
∀Ψ |yU reidxΨ |yU
]
. (40)
us, we can substitute ∀Ψ |yU B with (pi , (unmeridΨ |yU )−1(ξ )), yielding a type in the desired context.
We assume that b˚ has this type.
• In the coherence criterion, we have applied operations to b∂ and b˚ before equating them. We have
to ensure that the resulting terms are well-typed in the given context and type.
– If we apply `Ψ |yU to the term b˚, we get
Ψ n yU |
(
`Ψ |yU ∀Ψ |yU Γ
)
.`Ψ |yUA ` `
Ψ|
yU b˚ :
(
`Ψ |yU ∀Ψ |yU B
) [
`Ψ |yU
(
pi ,
(
unmeridΨ |yU
)−1
(ξ )
)]
.
If we subsequently apply appΨ |yU , we get
Ψ n yU |
(
`Ψ |yU ∀Ψ |yU Γ
)
.`Ψ |yUA ` appΨ |yU
(
`Ψ|yU b˚
)
: B
[
appΨ |yU
] [
`Ψ |yU
(
pi ,
(
unmeridΨ |yU
)−1
(ξ )
)]
.
Next, we apply ΩΨnyU |(∈∂U ) and obtain something of type(
Ω
ΨnyU |
(∈∂U ) B
) [
Ω
ΨnyU |
(∈∂U ) app
Ψ |
yU
] [
Ω
ΨnyU |
(∈∂U ) `
Ψ |
yU
(
pi ,
(
unmeridΨ |yU
)−1
(ξ )
)]
.
Now if we look at the context of ΩΨnyU |(∈∂U ) B, we see that the last type is the unit type by theo-
rem 4.4.3, so the substitution applied to B is determined by its weakening. So we rewrite:
. . . =
(
Ω
ΨnyU |
(∈∂U ) B
)
[(id, )][pi ]
[
Ω
ΨnyU |
(∈∂U ) app
Ψ |
yU
] [
Ω
ΨnyU |
(∈∂U ) `
Ψ |
yU
(
pi ,
(
unmeridΨ |yU
)−1
(ξ )
)]
=
(
Ω
ΨnyU |
(∈∂U ) B
)
[(id, )]
[
Ω
ΨnyU |
(∈∂U ) app
Ψ |
yU
]
[pi ]
[
Ω
ΨnyU |
(∈∂U ) `
Ψ |
yU
(
pi ,
(
unmeridΨ |yU
)−1
(ξ )
)]
=
(
Ω
ΨnyU |
(∈∂U ) B
)
[(id, )]
[
Ω
ΨnyU |
(∈∂U ) app
Ψ |
yU
] [
Ω
ΨnyU |
(∈∂U ) `
Ψ |
yU
(
pi ◦
(
pi ,
(
unmeridΨ |yU
)−1
(ξ )
))]
=
(
Ω
ΨnyU |
(∈∂U ) B
)
[(id, )]
[
Ω
ΨnyU |
(∈∂U ) app
Ψ |
yU
] [
Ω
ΨnyU |
(∈∂U ) `
Ψ |
yU pi
]
=
(
Ω
ΨnyU |
(∈∂U ) B
)
[(id, )]
[
Ω
ΨnyU |
(∈∂U )
(
appΨ |yU ◦ pi
)]
.
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– It is immediate that the substitution applied to b∂ yields the given type.
Soundness of the coherence criterion. Note that, if we apply to b the same reasoning that we
applied to B to show well-formedness of the last 3 premises, we nd that the coherence criterion does
hold if b∂ and b˚ arise from a common b.
Completeness of the elimination clauses. We now show that b is fully determined by the b∂ and
b˚ that can be derived from it. Aerwards, we will show that the given coherence condition is sucient
to make sure that b∂ and b˚ determine some b.
Note that B, being a type in a presheaf CwF, is a presheaf over the category of elements of
Γ.
(
GΨ |yUA
) [
reidxΨ |yU
]
. Hence it acts on cells(
V ,φV⇒ΨnyU ,γ (V ,φ)⇒Γ,a(V ,φ,γ )⇒
(
GΨ|yUA
) [
reidxΨ|yU
] )
.
Now we divide such cells in two classes: on-boundary cells (for which pi2 ◦ φ is not dimensionally split)
and total cells (the others). As ΩΨnyU |(∈∂U ) is exactly the restriction of presheaves to the on-boundary cells,
it is clear that b∂ determines the action of b on those.
For total cells, note that the full subcategory of V/(Ψ n yU ) consisting of the total elements, is (by
theorem 4.1.11) equivalent to W/Ψ, with one direction given by `/ΨU . Restriction to total cells is then
given by the central liing of that functor, being ∀Ψ |yU . Combined with the knowledge that ∀Ψ |yU GΨ |yU  Id
(theorem 4.1.10), this reveals that b˚ determines the action of b on total cells.
Completeness of the coherence criterion. e action of a term on cells should be natural with
respect to restriction. is is automatic when considered with respect to morphisms between cells that
are either both total or both on-boundary. Moreover, there are no morphisms χ : (V ,φ) → (V ′,φ ′) :
V/(Ψ n U ) from a total cell to an on-boundary cell, since proposition 3.4.9 asserts that if pi2 ◦ φ ′ ◦ χ
is dimensionally split, then so is pi2 ◦ φ ′. So we still need to prove naturality w.r.t. morphisms from
on-boundary cells to total cells.
Let χ : (V ,φ) → (V ′,φ ′) be such a morphism. en (V ′,φ ′) ι `/ΨU (W ,ψ )  `/ΨU ∃/ΨU `/ΨU (W ,ψ ) 
`/ΨU ∃/ΨU (V ′,φ ′) by an isomorphism
`/ΨU ∃/ΨU ι−1 ◦ `/ΨU (drop/ΨU )−1 ◦ ι
= `/ΨU ∃/ΨU ι−1 ◦ copy/ΨU ◦ ι
= copy/ΨU ◦ ι−1 ◦ ι = copy/ΨU .
Hence, by naturality, χ = (copy/ΨU )−1 ◦ copy/ΨU ◦ χ = (copy/ΨU )−1 ◦ `/ΨU ∃/ΨU χ ◦ copy/ΨU . us, we have
factored χ as an instance of the unit copy/ΨU followed by a morphism between total cells. is means it
is sucient to show naturality with respect to copy/ΨU : (V ,φ) → `/ΨU ∃/ΨU (V ,φ). (e cells of Γ and the
transpension type available for (V ′,φ ′) carry over to `/ΨU ∃/ΨU (V ,φ) by restriction.)
Now the action of b on (V ,φ) is given by the action of b∂ on (V ,φ). Meanwhile, the action of b on
`/ΨU ∃/ΨU (V ,φ) is given by the action of b˚ on ∃/ΨU (V ,φ), which is the action of `
/Ψ
U b on (V ,φ). ese have
to correspond via copy/ΨU : (V ,φ) → `/ΨU ∃/ΨU (V ,φ), which corresponds via central liing to the natural
transformation appΨ |U on presheaves. is is exactly what happens in the coherence criterion: we use
appΨ |U : `
Ψ |
U ∀Ψ |U → Id to bring b∂ and b˚ to the same context and type, and then equate them. Since b∂ only
exists on the boundary, we also have to restrict b˚ to the boundary, but that’s OK since we were interested
in an on-boundary cell anyway.
Example 4.4.7 (Ane cubes). We instantiate theorem 4.4.6 for the multiplier xy ∗ I : 2k → 2k (exam-
ple 3.3.3). ere, ∂I is essentially the constant presheaf with k elements. So b∂ determines the images of
the k poles of the transpension type. e term b˚ determines the action on paths (for k = 2, for general k
perhaps ‘webs’ is a beer term), and the paths/webs of the transpension type are essentially the elements
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of A. e coherence condition says that the image of such paths/webs should always have the endpoints
given by b∂ .
Example 4.4.8 (Clocks). We instantiate theorem 4.4.6 for the multiplier xy ∗ (i : k ) (example 3.3.6),
where we adapt the base category to forbid diagonals: a morphism may use every variable of its domain
at most once. e boundary ∂(i : k ) is isomorphic to y(i : k−1) if k > 0 and to the empty presheaf ⊥
if k = 0. So if we want to eliminate an element of the transpension type over y(i : k ), which means we
have a clock and we don’t care about what happens if the time exceeds k , then we need to handle two
cases. e rst case b∂ says what happens if we don’t even care what happens at timestamp k ; in which
case the transpension type trivializes. en, by giving b˚, we say what happens at timestamp k and need
to make sure that this is consistent with b∂ . e elements of the transpension type at timestamp k are
essentially the elements of A, which are fresh for the clock.
Example 4.4.9 (Embargoes). Recall that the multiplier xy n U sends W ∈ W to (W ,>) ∈ W× ↑, the
Yoneda-embedding of which represents the arrow yW → yW , i.e. yW .U.> under the convention that
Ψ.U.Θ  (Ψ.Θ → Ψ). Its le liing xy n yU : Ŵ → Ŵ × ↑, and yU is the terminal object, so that
Ŵ × ↑/U  Ŵ × ↑. We get 5 adjoint functors, of which we give here the action up to isomorphism:
Ψ 7→ (⊥ → Ψ),
∃yU : Ψ ← [ (Ψ.Θ→ Ψ),
xyn yU or `yU : Ψ 7→ (Ψ→ Ψ),
yU( xy or ∀yU : Ψ.Θ ← [ (Ψ.Θ→ Ψ),
yU
√ xy or GyU : Ψ 7→ (Ψ→ >).
e boundary of yU is ∂U  y(>,⊥) which is isomorphic to the arrow ⊥ → >. us, we see:
• If, for some unknown embargo, we have information partly under that embargo, then we can only
extract the unembargoed information,
• If information is fresh for an embargo, then it is unembargoed,
• If, for any embargo, we have information partly under that embargo, then we can extract the in-
formation,
• If information is transpended over an embargo, then it is completely embargoed.
So let us now instantiate theorem 4.4.6, which allows us to eliminate an element of the transpension
type, i.e. essentially an element of A → >. e boundary case exists over the boundary ⊥ → > and
allows us to consider only the codomain of the arrow, i.e. the part of the context before the signpost,
where A is trivial. e case b˚ then requires us to say how to act on embargoed data in a coherent way
with what we already specied in b∂ . e embargoed data is essentially an element of A.
5 Prior modalities
Many modalities arise as central or right liings of functors between base categories [NVD17, ND18,
Nuy18, BM20]. e following denition allows us to use such modalities even when part of the context
is in front of a pipe.
Denition 5.0.1. A functor G : W → W ′ yields a functor G/Ψ : W/Ψ → W ′/G!Ψ : (W ,ψ ) 7→
(GW ,G!ψ ). is in turn yields three adjoint functors between presheaf categories:
GΨ |! a GΨ |∗ a GΨ |∗ . (41)
If a modality is both a right and a central liing, then the following theorem relates the corresponding
‘piped’ modalities:
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eorem 5.0.2. If G :W →W ′ has a right adjoint G a S , then we have
Σ/ε! ◦G/S!Ψ′ a S/Ψ′ G/Ψ a Ω/η! ◦ S/G!Ψ
Σε! | ◦GS!Ψ′ |! a SΨ
′ |
! G
Ψ |
! a Ωη! | ◦ SG!Ψ |!  GΨ |∗
SΨ
′ |
!  G
S!Ψ′ |∗ ◦ Ωε! | a SΨ′ |∗ GΨ |∗ a SG!Ψ |∗ ◦ Πη! |  GΨ |∗
SΨ
′ |∗  Πε! | ◦GS!Ψ′ |∗ a SΨ
′ |
∗ G
Ψ |
∗ a Gη! | ◦ SG!Ψ |∗
(42)
assuming – where mentioned – that Ω/η! and Ω/η! exist.
Proof. For the le half of the table, we only prove the rst line. e other adjunctions follow from the
fact that xy!, xy∗ and xy∗ are pseudofunctors, and the isomorphisms follow from uniqueness of the adjoint.
We have a correspondence of diagrams
W //
ψ %
SW ′
S!ψ ′x 
GW //
ε!◦G!ψ %
W ′
ψ ′z
S!Ψ
′ Ψ′
(43)
i.e. morphisms (W ,ψ ) → S/Ψ′(W ′,ψ ′) :W/S!Ψ′ correspond to morphisms Σ/ε!G/S!Ψ′(W ,ψ ) → (W ′,ψ ′) :
W ′/Ψ′.
On the right side of the table, we can prove all adjunctions from the corresponding adjunction on the
le. Again, the isomorphisms then follow from uniqueness of the adjoint. We illustrate this only for the
rst line. e le adjoint to Ω/η! ◦ S/G!Ψ is
(
Σ/ε! ◦G/S!G!Ψ
)
◦ Σ/η! . We prove that this is equal to G/Ψ:
Σ/ε!G/S!G!ΨΣ/η! (W ,ψ :W → Ψ)
= Σ/ε!G/S!G!Ψ(W ,η! ◦ψ :W → S!G!Ψ)
= Σ/ε! (GW ,G!η! ◦G!ψ : GW → G!S!G!Ψ)
= (GW , ε! ◦G!η! ◦G!ψ : GW → G!Ψ) = (GW ,G!ψ : GW → G!Ψ).
For the other lines, the required equation follows from the above one by le/central/right liing.
6 Commutation rules
6.1 Substitution and substitution
See theorem 2.3.18.
6.2 Modality and substitution
eorem 6.2.1. Assume a functor G : W →W ′ and a morphism σ : Ψ1 → Ψ2 : Ŵ. en we have a
commutative diagram
W/Ψ1 G
/Ψ1 //
Σ/σ

W ′/G!Ψ1
Σ/G!σ

W/Ψ2
G/Ψ2
//W ′/G!Ψ2
(44)
and hence
G! G
∗ G∗
Σ ΣG!σ |GΨ1 |!  G
Ψ2 |
! Σ
σ | Σσ |GΨ1 |∗ → GΨ2 |∗ΣG!σ |
Ω ΩG!σ |GΨ2 |! ← GΨ1 |! Ωσ | Ωσ |GΨ2 |∗  GΨ1 |∗ΩG!σ | ΩG!σ |GΨ2 |∗ → GΨ1 |∗ Ωσ |
Π Πσ |GΨ1 |∗ ← GΨ2 |∗ΠG!σ | ΠG!σ |GΨ1 |∗  GΨ2 |∗ Πσ |
$ $G!σ |GΨ2 |∗ ← GΨ1 |∗ $σ |
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where every statement holds if the mentioned functors exist.
Proof. It is evident from the denitions that the given diagram commutes. en by applying xy!, we nd
the that ΣG!σ |GΨ1 |!  G
Ψ2 |
! Σ
σ | . e rest of the table then follows by lemma 2.1.2.
Remark 6.2.2. • If σ = pi : Ψ.A → Ψ, then this says something about weakening and the Σ- and
Π-types over A.
• IfG! moreover happens to be a CwF morphism, then this relates weakening and the Σ- and Π-types
over A to those over G!A.
• If xy ×U is a cartesian multiplier and we take σ = pi1 : Ψ × yU → Ψ, then by theorem 4.1.10, this
says something about ∃Ψ |yU a `Ψ |yU a ∀Ψ |yU a $Ψ |yU .
6.3 Multiplier and substitution
If, in section 6.2, we take G equal to some multiplier xynU :W →V , then we have
G/Ψ = `/ΨG , G! = xyn yU , G
Ψ |
! = `
Ψ |
U , G
Ψ |∗ = ∀Ψ |U , GΨ |∗ = GΨ |U . (45)
is immediately yields two theorems:
eorem 6.3.1. Assume a multiplier xy n U : W → V and a morphism σ : Ψ1 → Ψ2 : Ŵ. Write
τ = σ n yU . en we have:
∃ ` ∀ G
Σ Σσ |∃Ψ1 |U 1 ∃Ψ2 |U Στ | Στ |`Ψ1 |U  `Ψ2 |U Σσ | Σσ |∀Ψ1 |U 1 ∀Ψ2 |U Στ | Στ |GΨ1 |U 2 GΨ2 |U Σσ |
Ω Ωσ |∃Ψ2 |U 2 ∃Ψ1 |U Ωτ | Ωτ |`Ψ2 |U 1 `Ψ1 |U Ωσ | Ωσ |∀Ψ2 |U  ∀Ψ1 |U Ωτ | Ωτ |GΨ2 |U 1 GΨ1 |U Ωσ |
Π Πτ |`Ψ1 |U 2 `Ψ2 |U Πσ | Πσ |∀Ψ1 |U 1 ∀Ψ2 |U Πτ | Πτ |GΨ1 |U  GΨ2 |U Πσ |
G $σ |∀Ψ2 |U 2 ∀Ψ1 |U $τ | $τ |GΨ2 |U 1 GΨ1 |U $σ |
(46)
where every statement holds if the mentioned functors exist, and where
1. In general, 1 means←, 1 means→ and the other symbols mean nothing.
2. If xynU is quantiable, then 1 upgades to  and 2 upgrades to←.
3. If xynU is cancellative and ane, then we have
Σσ |∀Ψ1 |U  ∀Ψ2 |U Στ | :
̂︷           ︸︸           ︷
V/(Ψ1 n yU ) → Ŵ/Ψ2 (47)
so that 1 upgrades to  and 2 upgrades to→.
Proof. 1. e general case is a corollary of theorem 6.2.1 for G = xynU .
2. To prove the quantiable case, we show in the base category that Σ/σ∃/Ψ1U = ∃/Ψ2U Σ/(σnyU ). We use
the construction of ∃/ΨU in the proof of provident quantiability (proposition 4.1.8). On one hand,
we have:
Σ/σ∃/Ψ1U (V , (ψW0⇒Ψ11 n yU ) ◦ φV⇒W0nU ) = Σ/σ Σ/ψ1∃/W0U (V ,φ) = Σ/σ◦ψ1∃/W0U (V ,φ).
On the other hand:
∃/Ψ2U Σ/(σnyU )(V , (ψW0⇒Ψ11 n yU ) ◦ φV⇒W0nU ) = ∃/Ψ2U (V , ((σ ◦ψ1)n yU ) ◦ φ) = Σ/σ◦ψ1∃/W0U (V ,φ).
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3. We show that Σσ |∀Ψ1 |U  ∀Ψ2 |U Στ | . Pick a presheaf Γ overV/(Ψ1 n yU ). On the one hand, we have:
(W2,ψW2⇒Ψ22 ) ⇒ Σσ |∀Ψ1 |yU Γ
= ∃(W1,ψW1⇒Ψ11 ).
(
θ : (W2,ψ2) → Σ/σ (W1,ψ1)
)
×
(
(W1,ψ1) ⇒ ∀Ψ1 |yU Γ
)
= ∃(W1,ψW1⇒Ψ11 ). (θ : (W2,ψ2) → (W1,σ ◦ψ1)) × ((W1 nU ,ψ1 n yU ) ⇒ Γ)
 ∃W1,ψW1⇒Ψ11 ,θW2→W1 . (ψ2 = σ ◦ψ1 ◦ θ ) × ((W1 nU ,ψ1 n yU ) ⇒ Γ)
We now absorb θ intoψ1:
 ψW2⇒Ψ11 . (ψ2 = σ ◦ψ1) × ((W2 nU ,ψ1 n yU ) ⇒ Γ) .
On the other hand, we have:
(W2,ψW2⇒Ψ22 ) ⇒ ∀Ψ2 |yU Στ |Γ
= (W2 nU ,ψ2 n yU ) ⇒ Στ |Γ
= ∃(V1,φV1⇒Ψ1nyU1 ).
(
ω : (W2 nU ,ψ2 n yU ) → Σ/τ (V1,φ1)
)
× ((V1,φ1) ⇒ Γ)
= ∃(V1,φV1⇒Ψ1nyU1 ). (ω : (W2 nU ,ψ2 n yU ) → (V1, (σ n yU ) ◦ φ1)) × ((V1,φ1) ⇒ Γ)
We now deconstruct φ1 = (ψ1 n yU ) ◦ χ :
 ∃V1,W1, χV1→W1nU ,ψW1⇒Ψ11 .
(ω : (W2 nU ,ψ2 n yU ) → (V1, ((σ ◦ψ1)n yU ) ◦ χ )) × ((V1, (ψ1 n yU ) ◦ χ ) ⇒ Γ)
 ∃V1,W1, χV1→W1nU ,ψW1⇒Ψ11 ,ωW2nU→V1 .
(ψ2 n yU = ((σ ◦ψ1)n yU ) ◦ χ ◦ ω) × ((V1, (ψ1 n yU ) ◦ χ ) ⇒ Γ)
We now absorb ω into χ :
 ∃W1,ψW1⇒Ψ11 , χW2nU→W1nU .(ψ2 n yU = ((σ ◦ψ1)n yU ) ◦ χ ) × ((W2 nU , (ψ1 n yU ) ◦ χ ) ⇒ Γ)
Let χ = `/Ψ2U θ : `
/Ψ2
U (W2,ψ2) → `/Ψ2U (W1,σ ◦ψ1):
 ∃W1,ψW1⇒Ψ11 ,θW2→W1 .(ψ2 = σ ◦ψ1 ◦ θ ) × ((W2 nU , ((ψ1 ◦ θ )n yU )) ⇒ Γ)
We now absorb θ intoψ1:
 ψW2⇒Ψ11 .(ψ2 = σ ◦ψ1) × ((W2 nU , (ψ1 n yU )) ⇒ Γ)
is proves the isomorphism. e rest follows from lemma 2.1.2.
6.4 Multiplier and modality
eorem 6.4.1. Assume a commutative diagram (up to natural isomorphism ν )
W G //
xynU

W ′
xynU ′

V
F
// V ′
(48)
where xy n U and xy n U ′ are multipliers for U and U ′, and G preserves the terminal object so that
U ′  FU .
Write δ for the isomorphism δ : F!(Ψ n yU )  G!Ψ n yU ′. en Σ/δ is a strictly invertible functor
and hence we have
Σδ |  Ωδ
−1 |  Πδ |  Gδ
−1 | Σδ
−1 |  Ωδ |  Πδ
−1 |  Gδ |, (49)
where Ωδ−1 | is the strict inverse to Ωδ | .
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en we have Σ/δ−1`/G!ΨU ′ G
/Ψ  F /ΨnU `/ΨU . is yields the following commutation table:
F!,G! F
∗,G∗ F∗,G∗
∃ ∃G!Ψ |U ′ Ωδ
−1 |FΨnyU |! 1 GΨ |! ∃Ψ |U ∃Ψ |U FΨ |∗ 2 GΨ |∗∃G!Ψ |U ′ Ωδ−1 |
` Ωδ |`G!Ψ |U ′ G
Ψ |
!  F
ΨnyU |
! `
Ψ |
U `
Ψ |
U G
Ψ |∗ 1 FΨnyU |∗Ωδ |`G!Ψ |U ′ Ωδ |`G!Ψ |U ′ GΨ |∗ 2 FΨnyU |∗ `Ψ |U
∀ ∀G!Ψ |U ′ Ωδ
−1 |FΨnyU |! ← GΨ |! ∀Ψ |U ∀Ψ |U FΨ |∗  GΨ |∗∀G!Ψ |U ′ Ωδ
−1 | ∀G!Ψ |U ′ Ωδ
−1 |FΨnyU |∗ 1 GΨ |∗ ∀Ψ |U
G GΨ |U GΨ |∗ ← FΨnyU |∗Ωδ |GG!Ψ |U ′ Ωδ |GG!Ψ |U ′ GΨ |∗  FΨnyU |∗ GΨ |U
where any statement holds if the mentioned functors exist, and where
1. In general, 1 means→ and 2 means nothing.
2. If xynU and xynU ′ are quantiable and the morphism θ : ∃U ′ ◦ F /U → G ◦ ∃U : V/U →W ′ is
invertible,6 then 1 upgrades to  and 2 upgrades to→.
is applies in particular ifW = V ,W ′ = V ′,G = F preserves nite products and the multipliers
are cartesian.
Proof. e isomorphism δ is obtained by applying xy! to ν : F (xy n U ) → Gxy n U ′ and then applying
the resulting natural transformation to Ψ. Since δ is an isomorphism, Σ/δ is a strictly invertible functor
with inverse Σ/δ−1 . Since xy∗ is a 2-functor, Ωδ | is also strictly invertible with inverse Ωδ−1 | . Because
equivalences of categories are adjoint to their inverse, we get the chains of isomorphisms displayed.
1. e given commutation property in the base category follows immediately from the denitions and
naturality of ν and its image under xy!. e rest of the table then follows by lemma 2.1.2.
2. We show in the base category that ∃/G!ΨU ′ Σ/δ F /ΨnyU  G/Ψ∃/ΨU : V/(ΨnyU ) →W ′/G!Ψ. Without
loss of generality we assume that FU = U ′. Pick some (V , (ψW0⇒ΨnyU )◦φV→W0nU0 ) ∈ V/(ΨnyU ).
On one hand, we have:
∃/G!ΨU ′ Σ/ν!F /ΨnyU (V , (ψ n yU ) ◦ φ0)
= ∃/G!ΨU ′ Σ/ν! (FV , F!(ψ n yU ) ◦ Fφ0)
= ∃/G!ΨU ′ (FV ,ν! ◦ F!(ψ n yU ) ◦ Fφ0)
= ∃/G!ΨU ′ (FV , (G!ψ n yU ′) ◦ ν ◦ Fφ0)
= Σ/G!ψ∃/GW0U ′ (FV ,ν ◦ Fφ0)
= Σ/G!ψ (∃U ′(FV ,pi2 ◦ ν ◦ Fφ0), dropU ′ ◦ ∃U ′(ν ◦ Fφ0))
= Σ/G!ψ (∃U ′(FV ,pi2 ◦ Fφ0), dropU ′ ◦ ∃U ′(ν ◦ Fφ0)).
On the other hand:
G/Ψ∃/ΨU (V , (ψ n yU ) ◦ φ0)
= G/ΨΣ/ψ∃/W0U (V ,φ0)
= Σ/G!ψG/W0∃/W0U (V ,φ0)
= Σ/G!ψG/W0 (∃U (V ,pi2 ◦ φ0), dropU ◦ ∃Uφ0)
= Σ/G!ψ (G∃U (V ,pi2 ◦ φ0),GdropU ◦G∃Uφ0)
 Σ/G!ψ (∃U ′F /U (V ,pi2 ◦ φ0),GdropU ◦G∃Uφ0 ◦ θ )
= Σ/G!ψ (∃U ′(FV ,pi2 ◦ Fφ0),GdropU ◦ θ ◦ ∃U ′Fφ0)
It remains to be shown that GdropU ◦ θ = dropU ′ ◦ ∃U ′ν : ∃U ′F /U `U → G.
6is is a slight abuse of notation, as we know that U ′  FU but not that U ′ = FU .
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But the morphism θ , which we have assumed to be an isomorphism, arises from ν as follows:
θ : ∃U ′F /U ∃U ′F
/U copyU−−−−−−−−−−→ ∃U ′F /U `U ∃U ∃U ′ν∃U−−−−−−→ ∃U ′`U ′G∃U dropU ′G∃U−−−−−−−−→ G∃U .
en the following diagram does commute:
∃U ′F /U `U ∃U ′F
/U copyU `U//
id ))
θ`U
**∃U ′F /U `U ∃U `U ∃U ′ν∃U `U //
∃U ′F /U `U dropU

∃U ′`U ′G∃U `UdropU ′G∃U `U //
∃U ′`U ′GdropU

G∃U `U
GdropU

∃U ′F /U `U ∃U ′ν // ∃U ′`U ′G dropU ′G
// G
Remark 6.4.2. In the above theorem, we think of F and G as similar functors; if we are dealing with
endomultipliers, we will typically take F = G. e multipliers, however, will typically be dierent, as in
generalU  FU .
6.5 Multiplier and multiplier
eorem 6.5.1. Assume we have a commutative diagram (up to natural isomorphism ν ) of multipliers
W xynU //
xynI

V
xynI ′

W ′ xynU ′ // V
′.
Write σ : Ψ n yI n yU ′  Ψ n yU n yI ′. en we have the following commutation table:
∃I `I ∀I GI
∃U ∃Ψ |yU ∃ΨnyU |yI ′  ∃ΨnyI |yU ′ Ωσ |`ΨnyU |yI ′ ∃Ψ |yU ∀ΨnyU |yI ′ 2 ∃ΨnyI |yU ′ Ωσ |GΨnyU |yI ′
∃Ψ |yI ∃ΨnyI |yU ′ Ωσ | 1`Ψ |yI ∃Ψ |yU ∀Ψ |yI ∃ΨnyI |yU ′ Ωσ | 3GΨ |yI ∃Ψ |yU
`U `Ψ |yU ∃Ψ |yI1 Ωσ −1 |`ΨnyI |yU ′ `Ψ |yI `Ψ |yU ∀Ψ |yI1 Ωσ −1 |`ΨnyI |yU ′ GΨ |yI
∃ΨnyU |yI ′ Ωσ
−1 |`ΨnyI |yU ′  `
ΨnyU |
yI ′ `
Ψ |
yU ∀ΨnyU |yI ′ Ωσ
−1 |`ΨnyI |yU ′ 2GΨnyU |yI ′ `Ψ |yU
∀U ∀Ψ |yU ∃ΨnyU |yI ′ 2 ∀ΨnyI |yU ′ Ωσ |`ΨnyU |yI ′ ∀Ψ |yU ∀ΨnyU |yI ′  ∀ΨnyI |yU ′ Ωσ |GΨnyU |yI ′
∃Ψ |yI ∀ΨnyI |yU ′ Ωσ | 1`Ψ |yI ∀Ψ |yU ∀Ψ |yI ∀ΨnyI |yU ′ Ωσ | 1GΨ |yI ∀Ψ |yU
GU G
Ψ |
yU ∃Ψ |yI3 Ωσ −1 |GΨnyI |yU ′ `Ψ |yI GΨ |yU ∀Ψ |yI1 Ωσ −1 |GΨnyI |yU ′ GΨ |yI
∃ΨnyU |yI ′ Ωσ
−1 |GΨnyI |yU ′ 2`ΨnyU |yI ′ GΨ |yU ∀ΨnyU |yI ′ Ωσ −1 |GΨnyI |yU ′  GΨnyU |yI ′ GΨ |yU
where every statement hold if the mentioned functors exist, and where
1. In general, 1 means→, 1 means← and the other symbols mean nothing.
2. If xynU and xynU ′ are quantiable and the morphism θ : ∃/IU ′ ◦ `/UI ′ → `I ◦ ∃U : V/U →W ′ is
invertible,7 then 1 upgrades to  and 2 upgrades to→.
3. If xy nU and xy nU ′ are cartesian and xy n I = xy n I ′ preserves pullbacks, then 1 upgrades to
 and 2 upgrades to→.
7is is a slight abuse of notation, as we know that I nU ′  U n I ′ but not that I nU ′ = U n I ′.
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(a) If xy n I and xy n I ′ are moreover ane and cancellative, then 2 upgrades to  and 3
upgrades to→.
4. e symbols i upgrade under symmetric conditions.
Proof. 1. In the base category, it is clear that Σ/σ`/ΨnyIU ′ `
/Ψ
I  `
/ΨnyU
I ′ `
/Ψ
U . Applying the 2-functor xy∗
yields the commutation law for ∀ and hence, by lemma 2.1.2, the general case.
2. We want to invoke theorem 6.4.1 withG = xyn I :W →W ′ and F = xyn I ′ : V → V ′. However,
this is not possible, as we do not know that xy n I preserves the terminal object. Instead, we take
G = `I :W →W ′/I and F = `I ′ : V → V ′/I ′ which do preserve the terminal object. Instead of
xynU ′ we pass
xyn `I ′U :W ′/I (xynU
′)/I−−−−−−−→ V ′/(I nU ′) ν−→ V ′/(U n I ′) pi2−→ V ′/I ′
which is a multiplier for `I ′U whose ``I ′U : W ′/I → (V ′/I ′)/`I ′U is essentially `/IU ′ : W ′/I →
V ′/(I n U ′) and hence whose ∃`I ′U is essentially ∃/IU ′ . en the property ∃/IU ′ ◦ `/UI ′  `I ◦ ∃U
guarantees exactly ∃`I ′U ◦ (`I ′)/U  `I ◦ ∃U , which is the criterion found in theorem 6.4.1.
is adapted invocation of theorem 6.4.1 yields results about other functors than the ones men-
tioned in the current theorem. However, we have a general isomorphism Z/(yZ .Ξ)  (Z/Z )/Ξ
whereZ ∈ Z andΞ ∈ Ẑ/Z . Moreover, we have yI .(`I )!Ψ  ΨnyI and yI ′.(`I ′)!Φ  ΦnyI ′. Under
the resulting strict isomorphism between the categories we want to talk about (such asW ′/(ΨnI ))
and the categories we obtain results about (such as (W ′/I )/(`I )!Ψ), the functors that we want to
talk about will be naturally equivalent to those that we obtain results about.
3. is is a special case of the previous point.
Alternatively, we can invoke theorem 6.3.1 with σ = pi1 : Ψ ×U → Ψ and τ = pi1 n I = pi1 ◦ σ−1 :
(Ψ ×U )n I → Ψ n I and xyn I as the multiplier at hand.
(a) is also follows from theorem 6.3.1.
4. By symmetry.
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